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(By P. W.)

I'll tell you one thing. .. nothing makes
a 56-year-old editor feel young again like going to a meeting of the Jaycees. These young
men are so full of hustle and vigor, it really
puts a shot of adrenalin in one's veins just to
sit there and watch them work. Projects roll
from their roster like water off a duck's
back, and they are all accomplished, too.
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Corn Blight Is
Taking 30% Of
County Fields

Fulton City Schasbet New Rules
On Dress, Personal Appearance

he shall personally inform the
A fast-spreading corn blight
Procedural rules governing the dress and student
of such finding and the
that may cost Kentucky farmand
discipline
attendance
personal
appearance,
punishment to be imposed. The
ers up to $25 million dollars
were
of pupils attending Fulton city schools
principal shall state his findloss on their 1970 crop is takto be
ing a toll of Fulton County
adopted by the Fulton City Board of Education ing, and the punishment
imposed in writing and deliver
fields also. John Watts reported
on August 10 and will be effective from the first a copy of same, together with
this week. Losses in this counNow, just for instance, take their forthday of school this fall.
a statement setting forth the
ty will run an estimated 20 to
coming Banana Festival activities. This comThe rules outline acceptable and unaccept- right to appeal to the Board of
30 percent of the crop.
Education to the student. A
Damage to Kentucky's 1970
paratively small group of energetic young
able styles of personal appearance for students copy
shall also be mailed by
corn crop from the ravages of
absenmen are going to run the "Batle of the
policies
regarding
12,
7
grades
through
in
Mail, with a return
Certified
a new type of fungus disease
Bands" competition, they are going to singleteeism, types of punishment for infractions, and receipt, request to his parent
could amount to more than
handedly erect the giant stage in the tent,
$25 million, or a fourth of last OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARD: Charles Terrett, new methods and channels of appeal. In case of ap- or guardian.
Section 6: Any Student or
year's crop value.
they are going to operate a concession booth,
advisory specialist to Fulton County High School, was given peal, the rules state that "the Board of Education,
parent may appeal to the
Officials were reluctant to
Interan
in
participate
to
going
evenare
Thursday
Jaycees
they
last
in
and
on the hearing of these matters, will act a ca- Board of Education the finding
place a value on the damage • handsome plaque by the Fulton
national relations project.
caused by the Southern corn ing following his selection as "Outstanding Young Educator of pacity similar to a court of law; their rulings of the principal that a student
leaf blight, but estimates rang- the Year" in Fulton County and tile nomiantion as "Outstand- shall be final and not subject to review by any should be subjected to other
Add these four things to four they are
punishment by writing addressed from 20 to 25 per cent. Kening Educator" of the year in Kentucky. Selection of the State other administrative body."
Festival
ed to the Superintendent of the
tucky's corn crop last year sold
going to have between now and
Paducah
in
convention
inState
it
feels
the
that
to
Jaycee
News
is
the
by
The
made
be
Because
will
award
Fulton City Schools within
for more than $100 million.
time, plus at least eight or ten before the
A U. S. Department of Agri- this weekend. Jeff Lester (left) Principal of Fulton County High terests of parents as well as the schools to be in- seven (7) days after the date
year is over.
of mailing of the notices (reculture spokesman said that School, made the presentation for the Club.
formed on these matters, we are herewith pub- ferred
to in Section 5 hereof) to
nationally the damage would
How do they do it? They agree on a new
full:
in
regulations
and
rules
lishing
the
the parent or guardian. Upon
amount to about 10 pet' cent of
his
gathers
he
chairman,
a
receipt of such notice by the
project, appoint
the estimated 4.6-billion bushel
Section 1: These rules shall summary punishment to any
Superintendent, he shall forthcrop. If so, the total national
committee and they go to work the next day
govern the disciplining (includ- student at the school or when
with notify the concerned prinloss would amount to about
ing suspension and expulsion) in attendance at school funcon it. No muss, no fuss, just co-operate and
cipal and members of the
$600 million.
from
or
to
route
en
or
school
tions
each
at
students
of
get to work, and get it done.
Fulton City School Board of
J. R. Davie, Christian County
forming a part of the Fulton school functions.
such appeal and the Chairman
agent, at Hopkinsville, said
City School System.
4: "Other Punish- of the Board shall forthwith
Section
And they're not particularly looking for
yesterday that "there are fields
Section 2: "Summary Pun- ment" as used in these rules designate not less than a
of corn in this county that will
loud acclaim from the community, either;
ishment" as used herein means means punishment that exceeds quorum of Board members,
never be picked." He added
they just like to do things. They're a fine orsuspension from attendance of a suspension or expulsion from who along with the Superinthat "some fields of corn have
ganization to have among us.
school for a period not in ex- school in excess of three (3) tendent, shall hold a hearing to
turned so brown you'd think it
cess of three (3) school days school days or corporal punish- determine whether or not the
was October."
or corporal punishment not to ment consisting of more than principal's findings that other
Davie said one farmer alexceed three (3) licks with a 3 licks with a paddle.
punishment to be given to the
ready has turned his cattle inpaddle, or both or any lesser
Section 5: If a principal of student should be sustained,
to one field to save what he
as stay- any school finds that a students modified, or rejected.
such
punishment
type
can of the crop, while another
ing after school.
has committed any act or fol(Continued on Pape Six)
yesterday estimated that if he
Section 3: The Principal of lowed or failed to follow any
harvested his crop now he
any school finds that a student course of conduct for which
would get about 12 bushels per
school personnel designated by summary punishment of the
acre average, instead of the
the principal may administer student is deemed insufficient,
100-bushel average he had been
expecting.
former
In Fulton County, UK exten- ADVANCING IN THE RANKS: aul McClay (left)
sion agent John Watts said State Director from the Fulton Jaycees, shakes hands with his
most of the corn has already
successor, Randy Jeffress, following.Jeffress' election to the post
matured, and he things about
been elevated to Ihe
all the damage that can be ber• last Thursday evening. McClinj• has
M. M. Matlock, retired Illidone has been done. He said post of State Jaycee Chaplain.
(By Sturman Mackay, Ful- tion of Fulton would be ap- nois Central roundhouse foreit is difficult to predict the loss
proximately 3,396. Bear in man, won over two opponents
ton City Manager)
ACCIDENT
as a result of the fungus, but
mind that the census of housspecial election in South
A visual census of housing ing on August 13, 1970 was not in a
estimated it would run between
Two Fulton residents and a
Fulton Tuesday and will be
20 and 30 per cent.
Michigan native were injured was performed by the City a scientific process and there City Commissioner for South
Watts said farmers' corn sufin a two-car accident Monday, Building Inspector on August may have been errors in the ton for the next four years.
August 17, about 9:00 p. m. on 13, 1970 of occupied and unoc- housing count,
Matlock defeated John Reeks,
G000 TO THE LAST DROP: "Hannah Suey' finishes her fered earlier from flooding, and
between that and the fungus,
the Jackson Purchase Park- cupied single family dwelling
The estimated 1970 census a former CommistiOner seekmorning coffee (with cream, please) and adjusts her sun the expected yield average for
way; both cars were traveling units in the City of Fulton.
supplied to the Chamber of ing reelection. and Osborne.
the county is expected to be 60
toward Fulton when the acciglasses.
The findings of this census of Commerce by the Kentucky
The vote was as follows:
bushels instead of a hoped-for
housing reveals that there are Program Development Office
189
The dinner meeting of the dent occurred.
Matlock
80 bushels.
1,213 occupied single family is 3,057.
164
Fulton Jaycees, held last
Reeks
MSU BEGINS SEPT. 17
The blight also has hit in Thursday evening at Traveler's
dwelling units within the city
105
Osborne
In light of the ramifications
Southern Ohio, according to Inn Restaurant, was highlightStudents will begin arriving limits. Also, there were 36 vaof the possibility of any future
Ohio State University, and esti- ed by the presentation of a on the Murray State campus cant single family dwelling
Federal and/or State revenue
mates of the damage in South- handsome plaque to Charles Sept. 14 for the fall semester. units.
sharing legislation with Kenern states run as high as 5.5 Terrett of Hickman, who has Classes are scheduled to begin
recensus
tucky cities, I have corresThe 1960 decennial
There's rarely a dull moment feed that the family buys from per cent. The disease was first
of
been selected by the club as Sept. 17 after three days
vealed an average of 2.8 per- ponded with the Bureau of Cenaround the Gayle Barnes home Butts Mill in Fulton.
noted in early June in Florida, their nominee for the Jaycee registration.
sons per occupied single family sus Regional Offices in Atlanta,
Now, after four months, Georgia and Mississippi, then
at Water Valley, and Hannah
"Outstanding Young Educator
dwelling unit inside the city. Georgia requesting the BuSuey contributes a lot to keep Hannah Suey enjoys a life spread to Kentucky and the of the Year" in Kentucky.
Assuming that the average reau's coperation in an effort
quite unlike any other pig on Midwest. It has been found as
things stirring.
family size per each occupied to determine whether or not
the place. As a family pet, she far north as Wisconsin, agriculPresentation of the award
single family dwelling unit was some of Fulton's citizens may
Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Barnes plays with the dog and the tural officials say.
was made by Jeff Lester,
Highway Commissioner B. E.
the same on August 13, 1970 have been missed in the 1970
and their children live out east cats, sleeps under the house,
Principal of Fulton County
King today announced that repmile,
a
as existed in 1960, the popula- census.
about
Valley
of Water
romps with the children, likes
High School at Hickman, on
resentatives of the Highway
and until a few months ago the dog food, bread from the table,
Calendar For School Year
behalf of the Club.
Department will be conducting
household included only a nice and drinks her coffee with
1970 - 1971
"Terrett has gone out of his
traffic surveys near Fulton
collie dog and some pet cats.
Aug. 24, General Faculty
cream and sugar, if you please.
way to help students", Lester
during the week of August 24.
pointed out, "and we feel very Meeting, 9:00 a. m. - Carr
About four months ago the (She won't drink it black).
Traffic on US 51, US 45 and
fortunate in having him as our Cafeteria; Aug. 25, In Service
Barnes family acquired a litthe Purchase Parkway will be
Suey
The only time Hannah
Carr
m.
a.
8:00
Days-Faculty,
at
Specialist
Advisory
new
tle orphan Hampshire pig and gets a little high tempered is
surveyed between the hours of
Cafeteria; Aug. 26, Registration
Fulton County High School."
started raising her on a bottle. when the other pets get too
Patron's tickets for four of $12: the "patron's ticket" cov- 6 a. m. and 2 p. m. Tuesday,
Terry - Carr Day,
Book
and
"formher
and
She did well,
In accepting the award, Ter- High School; Aug. 27, First the main events of the Inter- ering all four can now be pur- Wednesday and Thursday reClyde Morrow, 65-year-old
(Continued on Page Six)
ula" also included a little pig
spectively.
Club for their Full Day of School, All Schools national Banana Festival are chased for $10.
Fulton County Farmer, was rett thanked the
that he - Cafeteria Open; Sept. 7, Holi- now being sold by a group of
At the traffic survey locaThe Business and Professionbound over to await grand jury selection, hut stated
"was being day-Labor Day, All Schools; Twin Cities' citizens and the al Womens' Club will once tions motorists will be stopped
action following an examining felt the award
and not Sept. 11, Banana Festival Day, Festival office reports that again handle the office sales of and asked to answer a short
trial Monday before County made to ALL teachers,
just to him. "Maybe somebody Make Up Day-All Schools Out; sales are going well.
tickets and the selection of series of questions such as the
Judge James Menees.
we Oct. 9, FDEA at Murray, Ky.,
"and
stated,
he
care",
Calls are being made on both pageant seating. The ticket of- origin and destination of their
Morrow is charged with mur- does
your recogni- District Meeting-Faculty:
residential and business areas fice will open on Monday, Aug- trip and the reason for making
der in the fatal shooting of all thank you for
Nov. 26, Holiday-Thanksgiv- of the Twin Cities, and to date ust 24 and 25 for members of the trip.
neighbor, Doyle George, last tion of us as professionals, and
All information obtained in
of our profession as some- ing. All Schools; Nov. 27, All over 100 sales have been re- the Top Banana Club to select
Friday afternoon.
Morrow's bond was set at thing that is worth recogni- Schools Out, Make Up Day; ported. The tickets are also their Pageant seats and pick-up the survey will be confidential
Dec. 21, Jan. 4, Schools Dis- available at the Festival office. their tickets. August 26-27-28-29 and will be used only for sta$15,000 by Judge Menees, and tion."
Purchasers of patron's tick- are set aside for Patron Ticket tistical analysis of traffic patFollowing the award to Ter- missed - Xmas, Make Up Days
he remains in the county jail
to
listened
Jaycees
the
rett,
- Except Xmas Day and New ets realize a 20 percent saving subscribers to select their seats terns and characteristics.
in Hickman.
The survey data is used in
Attorneys Joe Grace, Padu- the varoius reports on their Years Day; Apr. 15-16, REA at on the four events for which the and tickets. On Monday Augcah, and James Amberg, Hick- many projects and then elected Louisville, State Meeting; Apr. tickets are good, in addition to ust 31 the ticket sales will be developing a statewide transportation system capable of
man, represented Morrow at Randy Jeffress to the post of 19-20-21-22-23, Spring Holiday, obtaining a guaranteed re- open to the general public.
the State Director, replacing School Dismissed; May 28, served seat. The tickets are
meeting current and future deMonday's hearing.
If no one contacts you to buy mands.
Sheriff Nelson (Corky) Hill Paul McClay, who has been Honors Day in all Schools, good for the Inter-American
night,
"Only about one-third of the
Music Fiesta Wednesday
these tickets—call or come by
said George was shot six times, named state Jaycee Chaplain. Last Day of School.
A number of the members SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR the Joffrey II Ballet Thursday Festival Headquarters and pur- vehicles will be stopped and
mostly in the chest, with a .22
show
James
Sonny
your
for
chase
percentage will be even
the
and
the
tickets
you
night,
Days Taught - 178, Holidays calibre pistol. The shooting are making plans to attend the
•
took place on a blacktop road State Jaycee convention in 4, Professional and in-service Friday night and the Princess family. If you wish choice smaller during rush hours,"
seats for the Princess Pageant Commissioner King said, "as it
A FREE RIDE FOR THE KITTY: "Hannah Surf" carries a just off Highway 94, southwest Paducah this weekend. The af- days - 2, State and District pageant Saturday night.
If bought separately, tickets please remember the dates for is not our intention to delay
fair opens Friday and runs meetings - 1, Total Days in
hitch-titbit. around the Gayle Barnes yard near Water Vstiey. of Hickman, Hill said.
traffic."
for all four events will cost selecting your seats.
Calendar - 185.
through Sunday.
(Continued on Page Six)

The Housing Count Indicates 3,396
But The Census Count Says 3,057

Matlock Wins
In South
Fulton Vote

Terre!! Given
Plague Award
By Jaycees

"Hannah Suey", An Orphan Pig
Has Become A Real Family Pet

State Will
Survey Area
Traffic Here

Fulton Schools
Open August 27

Clyde Morrow
Is Bound Over
To Grand Jury

Patron's Tickets For Festival
Are Selling Well, Office Reports

Auction Dollars To Be Accepted For Merchandise
Auction Dollar Days have
come to the Twin Cities!
A unique sales promotion
called "Auction Dollar Days"
began this morning and is exParted to generate as much enthusiasm as in other communities where it has been presented.

Auction Dollar Days is a program in which everyone in the
trade territory can participate
without cost or obligation.
"Auction Dollars" are being
given on all retail sales
through August 29th by participating stores. These stores
are identified by a bright red

sticker on the door.
Auction Dollars are being
issued by the participating
stores on all sales, cash, charge
or lay - a - way, dollar for
dollar; however, $100 is the
maximum amount of Auction
Dollars to be given on any one
sale.

These Auction Dollars can be
used like real money at face
value to bid on much valuable
merchandise to be auctioned
from the bandstand on Lake
Street in Fulton beginning at
5 o'clock Saturday afternoon,
August 29th.
Only individuals may partici-

money! The more "Auction
pate.
Auction Dollar Days is being Dollars" you have, the greatused by participating Twin er your bidding power!
say 9 Participating merchants are
to
merchants
Cities
"Thank you, for trading in Andrews Jewelry Store, Bay
Family
Shoe 1- -Store, Ben
Fulton and South Fulton.
Shop at the store with the Franklin Store, Budget Shop,
red sticker on the door and City Drug Store, City Tire Co.
boost your supply of paper City National Bank, Clarice

Shop, Dimeco Variety Store,
Dotty Shop, Evans Drug Store,
Fulton Bank, Fulton Discount
Center, Fulton Hdwe. & Furn.,
Fulton Paint & Glass, Gilbert's
Grocery, Goodyear Service
Store, Graham Furn. Store,
K. Homra Store, Jack & Jill
Shop, E. W. James & Sons,

Joy Lynn Flower Shop, Kasnow's, Leader Store, National
Store, Noffel's Dept. Store,
Railroad Salvage Store, Sears
Roebuck & Co., Southside
Drug Store, Twin City Furn.
Store. Wade Furniture Store,
P. H Weeks Sons Store, Western Auto Store.
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Musings From
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

The Philosopher
KENTUCKY, HISTORY
OR MYTH?

The Kentucky State Fair Is A Gala Display
Of The Industry And Handicraft Of The State
The best of Kentucky's agricultural, commercial, and industrial products and handicrafts will
:e on display when the Kentucky
!tate Fair opens August 20.
Since the Fair is so large and
offers such a variety of exhibits
and displays, persons of all age
groups and occupations can find
something of interest during a
visit to the State Fair. The Kentucky Department of Agriculture
is active, both directly and indirectly, in many divisions of the
Fair.
We will maintain a display
booth in the West Wing of the Exhibition Center, which will serve
as a temporary office for me and
staff members assisting me during the Fair. The Department will
also handle the Kentucky.Country
Ham Show and operate an egg
display booth.
The Division of Livestock
Sanitation will have a major part
in the various livestock events,
since Division personnel must
check health papers of all animals
exhibited. This involves many
hours of work in that the number

of entries increase almost every
year.
Other areas in which the Department is involved are the tobacco show; dairy and beef shows;
dairy products; and the honey
show. Department personnel serve
each of these divisions, either in a
supervisory role or as coordinators.
Fairgoers are urged to visit
as many of the divisions and displays as possible. We also want to
invite them to stop by the Department of Agriculture booth in
the West Wing. Staff membefs
will be on hand to assist with
questions or inquires visitors
might have regarding agricultural
programs.
As I have said many times before, the State Fair is a showcase
of Kentucky's products and progress. The event is educational, entertaining, and a stimulant to
state pride. Our state fair ranks
high among state fairs, and citizens of the Commonwealth should
take full advantage of what it has
to offer during its run of August29.

The Sole Financial Support Of The Red Cross
Comes From American People.Will You Help?
Disaster is a human tragedy
on a mass scale—on such a scale,
in fact, that it is often hard to comprehend. A case in point is the
misery caused by Hurricane Celia
recently in Texas. The American
Red Cross reports that, in addition to the deaths and injuries in
the disaster, more than 64,600
homes were destroyed or damlged. But an added figure, perhaps one more easy to comprehend, is the fact that this one horrible.storm brought losses to more
than 65,000 families.
Right now, amid the wreckage and debris along the Gulf
coast of Texas, plans are underway to build anew. As always, the
Red Cross is there, giving hope
and helping to rebuild the thousands of lives that have been shattered in just a few hours. Its financial assistance to the victims is
an outright gift. Repayment is
neither asked for nor implied.
The task before the Red Cross
great one. American Red
a
is
Cross volunteers and staff will be
on the scene for months, helping

Celia's victims reconstruct and repair their homes, replace lost
household furnishings and occupational equipment, and to assist
with the medical bills from disaster-caused injuries and illness.
Because of the magnitude of
the recovery operation, Red Cross
National Chairman E. Roland
Harriman has appealed to the
American people for generous
contributions to help meet costs
running many millions of dollars.
We wholeheartedly endorse this
effort. The Red Cross is the only
organization in this country that
can provide this help freely to
those in need. Its sole financial
support is that from the American
people. In the weeks ahead, the
families that suffered in Celia will
be counting on the Red Cross to
restore their way of life. And, we
are sure, the Red Cross can count
upon us for the means to do the
job.
Your contribution can be sent
or taken to our local chapter of the
American Red Cross. The quota
set for Fulton is $85.00.

Crime In Our Cities Has Deprived Us Of
A Basic Right To Be Free From Fear
"Recently over 20,000 Kentuckians answered a survey in
which they were asked to list the
nine major domestic problems.
Crime was first. Crime was first
because crime affects almost every
American.
"In 1969, over 600,000
Americans were victims of crimes
of violence — including 14,000
murders, over 35,000 reported
rapes, nearly 300,000 robberies
and over 200,000 assaults. Over
four and one-half million Americans were victimized by theft. In
the same year crime cost individuals and businesses over $31
Second-class postage paid at Fulton. Ky.
12041
Address all mall (subectiptiene, change if
address. Forme 009) le Peet Glace BOX SW
Fulton, Kentucky IBM
Subscription Rates: Pie per year In PIONI•
Counties, Ky., and Obion
Hickman, G
and Weakley Counties, Tenn. 11leewha1e
throughout the United States $4.110 par year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 0% liaise
Tax.
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded In 18ML
Published Fifty Thursdays of The Year at
209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42011

billion.
"In addition, every American
whose local officials have been
corrupted by organized crime,
every American who pays higher
prices because of racketeering
and every American whose local
taxes are raised for extra police
protection is a victim of crime.
"Every American woman who
dares not walk alone, every American who flees our downtown
ireas at night and every American
who double-locks and chains his
door is a victim of crime.
"That includes almost everyone."
"The rapid increase of crime
in our cities and states has deprived our citizens of their basic
right to be free from fear. When
this freedom is lost, our country
is in serious trouble, and Congress
must respond. The rampage of
crime can be stopped now and I
can assure you it is very high on
our list of priorities."
—REMARKS BY SENATOR MARLOW W.
COOK — Before Law Enforcement Officials
in Washington — August 12, 1970

IF I HAD KNOWN
If I had known what trouble you were bearing;
What griefs were in the silence of your face;
I would have been more gentle and more caring,
And tried to give you gladness for a space.
I would have brought more warmth into the
place,
If I had known.
III had known what thoughts despairing drew
you;
(Why do we never try to understand?)
I would have lent a little friendship to you,
And slipped my hand within your hand,
And made you stay more pleasant in the land,
If I had known.

FULTON'S

l_ainarry Carmen-

correct picture of what modern Astrology purports to be;
even those whose interest is
prompted by an intention to refute or debunk it out of knowledge instead of uniformed prejudice.

BY LUCY DANIEL
CHARLES (coming from
school): "I'm like Washing.
ton, Lincoln, Jefferson - - -"
POP: "Why?"
CHARLES: "I went down in
history."

CREATIVE CRAF'TS FOR
TODAY, by John Portchmouth. In the everyday world
around us, we see hundreds of
things which can be put to uses
other than the ones for which
they were devised. In this
book, there are hundreds of
ideas and suggestions for making things that are useful and
decorative from anything that
can be bent, shaped, colored,
pasted, hammered, woven,
sewn, or strung together—
spools, buttons, straw, cans,
stones, slate, sand, wood, bottles and jars, cane, living
plants, clay, paper, cardboard,
tile, cork, brick, boxes, bark,
plastic, china, egg and nutshell, and the countless other
sources of invention that lie

unheeded around us.
THE SPACE BETWEEN, by
Ruth Wolff. Even as a child,
Kate Herrick was aware of her
destiny. In a calico-bound
notebook she wrote her first
poems, drew the pale hepatica.
Shy and loving, her inner life
locked within her, Kate became
the mainstay of her family;
her adored father, her invalid
mother, the wayward brother
she had helped to spoil. One by
one the family fell apart, and
in the lonely desolate years of
young womanhood, she felt as
if life had passed her by. Then
Jared Beacham came . . .
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTROLOGY, by Nicholas Deyore. This is the first exhaustive Encyclopedia of Astrology
to be issued in America, with
the exception of Wilson's Dictionary, first issued in England in 1819. This book will
prove a valuable source of reference for those mildly curious ones who desire to gain a

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
AUGUST 11, 1950
Three local railroaders, W. 0. Locke, engineer, S. L. Carver, conductor and Dolly Pennyton, fireman, narrowly escaped serious injury
yesterday when their engine and seven loaded
coal cars overturned near the Delta Mines. The
mines are located 45 miles south of Bluford, Illinois.
Hubert Jaco, 312 Fourth Street, Fulton, has
been reappointed chairman of the 1951 Easter
Seal Campaign for Fulton County.
Joseph Brent Williams, of Fulton, has been
invited to sing on the Chicago Theatre of the Air
on Saturday, August 12, at 10:00 p. m. He will
sing the lead in Bone and Fenton's "Prayer for a
Waiting World."

THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF CARPENTRY, by
R. J. DeCristoforo. This book
is just what the title says it is.
It gives you ideas on: Your
home workshop, basic framing, how to hang doors, furniture building, how to add a
window, how to create shelving, inside story of closets, and
many, many other things
everyone should know, who has
a home to keep in good repair.

MODERN CORN PRODUCTION, by Samuel Aldrich. All
the information you need on
corn growing is in the book.
How the corn plant grows,
corn and your farming system,
Hybrid selection, seedbed preparation, planting for high
yields, fertilizing for top profits, phosphorus, potassium,
how soils differ in fertility and
management needs,
water
management, weed control,
combating corn troubles, quality in the feedlot, harvest, storage, and marketing, a look into the future, and then it also

Since very early times Kentucky has been double: a very
obvious place and at the same
time a myth. It would take
some draft anatomical surgery
to separate the actual from the
imagined. Some of this double
existence is to be praised;
some is to be deplored. Be it
said truly, by one who has
spent his eight decades and
more in the state, the average
Kentuckian, the average Kentucky neighborhood, the average Kentucky philosophy—
these have never been properbefore
ly presented. Long
Hollywood and its sensationalism, things about Kentucky
got blown up, in America and
aboard. Daniel Boone became
almost as unnatural as his
younger contemporary in Tennessee, Davy Crockett. But,
has reference tables.
BALLFOUR, by Jim Bouton.
This is a thoroughly honest
book about baseball that's a
genuine shocker. It's a shocker
not because it nonchalantly
shows that baseball players
may, under certain circumstances, use words stronger
than "golly sakes," but because it throws a harsh and
achingly perceptive light on
baseball—the men in the front
offices, the people who play
it, the way it is played on and
off the field. It's the most incisive, most candid, most revealing and at the same time
the funniest book ever written
about the national game.

THE NEW ENGLISH
BIBLE, 1970. This is a fresh
and authoritative translation
of the Bible into modern English. It is a complete translation from the original tongues,
enriched by the most recent
biblical scholarship and enlivened by a fluent, literary
style which is clear, vigorous,
and often majestic. The aim
has been to present a translation which, avoiding both archaisms and transient modernis.
ma, would provide the reader
with a faithful version of the
ancient texts in the language
of today.

ponent, T. M. Flack, by 83 votes. H. C. Stanfield
was elected County Judge; J. N. Ruddle, Circuit
Court Clerk, W. J. Edwards, Registrar; J. R. McClain, sheriff and W. E. Jackson, trustee.
Swan Herring of the McFadden community
gave a "Pound Party" last Thursday night.
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

(From The Files Of The Hickman Courier)

AUGUST 16, 1895
Bicycle meetings are being held in nearly all
Kentucky towns, indeed it would seem as if the
wheel is to supersede dancing and buggy rides by
moonlight.
There are 119 counties in Kentucky of which
81 gave majorities to Cleveland for President and
38 gave majorities to Harrison.

Of the 81 democratic counties, 36 contribute
a net revenue to the state of $963,000. Of the 38
republican counties only two contribute a revenue to the state treasury. Of the counties under
democratic government, 41 percent are solvent.
Dr. Peter J. Trinca, director of the Haws Of the counties under republican government, 5
Memorial Hospital, is at present time doing post- percent are solvent. The difference between the
graduate work in cancer, with emphasis on surg- democratic and net revenue of $963,000 from the
ery at the St. Mary' Infirmary in Louisville, democratic counties and the republican revenue
of $11,940 from the only two of their counties
Kentucky.
which can support themselves, do not warrant
the people of Kentucky turning over the governFORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
ment of the state to the republican party.
AUGUST 14, 1925
Work on the new addition to the First ChristThe crowd at the speaking at Carrs Park in
ian Church is progressing nicely this week, stated contractor, W. G. Etheridge. The new addi- Fulton last Friday was large. Senator Blackburn
tion will provide seven Sunday school rooms, a was the center of gravity, but Hon. R. T. Tyler,
nominee for Lt. Governor and Major H. S. Hale,
Pastor's study and a basement.
nominee for secretary of state, were also there
A bitter fight contesting the issuance of and made speeches. Judge Robbins, our nominee
$40,000 sewerage bonds looms for South Fulton for representative was invited to speak and did
this week following notice of the contest by citi- so. Captain T. J. Elmore, candidate for state senator announced his candidacy,as did also Prof. J.
zens. Charles Hutchens is the present Mayor.
C. Speight for representative of Fulton and HickH. A. Hicks, defeated candidate for sheriff man counties. Until Friday Prof. Speight was the
to Hickman County, has filed notice to Lonnie only candidate for representative in these two
Kimbro of a contest of the election. Hicks charg- counties. He is a gold standard man and the free
es irregularities in all of the county's 16 pre- silver fellows had been casting about very assidously for a white medal man to run against him.
cincts.
Doctor Sam Luten was picked as the most availUnofficial returns from the Obion County ab1end he consented to run, and his announceelection last week indicated that N. L. Williams ment will appear in the papers this week. This
won for County Court Clerk over his nearest op- will be a pretty race.

whereas Boone was glorified
and made a typical epic hero,
Crockett was marked down,
until he lives largely as a coon
hunter and back-country yarnspinner and braggart. Neither
picture is just; a study of the
lives of the two makes them
far more real than the enlarged
heroes they have become in
literature. Similarly, the spectacular, the unusual, the farfrom-ordinary phases of our
Kentucky life have received
wide acclaim, and thus they
have added to the 'glamorous
Kentucky of fiction, whether it
is about palatial homes in the
Bluegrass, Kentucky feuds,
steamboat heroes, or owners of
fast horses. Another picture of
Kentucky has developed in the
big factory cities of the north,
a picture that is as extreme
and Hollywoodish as any of the
prey i ous conceptions; the
thousands of Kentuckians who
have sought work in the northern cities are often lumped into one type of humanity, a
pretty sorry type at that. Years
ago, while visiting my brotherin-law in Akron, Ohio, I was
introduced to a prominent
Westinghouse employee. His
greeting was, when he was told
I was from Kentucky: "I've
never seen any Kentuckian who
wasn't a damned fool"; and he
didn't, like the characters in
THE VIRGINIAN, "smile
when he said that."
The very effort to find a
"typical" person for an area
as large as a state with as
many backgrounds as ours is
in itself a folkish act. Imagine
the futility of it all! Here we
have hosts of people of every
imaginable background; like
Mark Twain, who said he had
traveled widely but had never
found any new types of people,
that is, people different from
the many types he knew along
the Mississippi River, an honest historian or critic would
have to admit that "Kentuckian" does not designate any
very specific type. Just why
should any one want to find a
typical person, anyway? Why
not allow every man jack to
have his own ways, so song as
they do not infringe toe-much
on the queer ways of too many
of his neighbors?
Though I have not traveled
very extensively as compared
with some of my neighbors,
who can casually drop names
of places in remote corners of
the world. I have seen some
portions of the areas that we
designate, somewhat loosely,
as the linguistic and historical
mother-areas of the whole
country. And, to my great surprise, in my early ventures
away from Fidelity or Kentucky itself, I rarely found a
new type, any more than Mark
Twain found on his world
journeys. If we had a queer
fellow at Fidelity, you had his
very image at Turkey Creek
or Rabbit Ridge or Twin
Branch. And, though sometimes outward appearances
seemed different, your solid
citizen of the remotest hollow
or the most modern city could,
with a few touches of a makeup man, fit into the countrystore at Fidelity or could walk
into a room of big business
men without creating a sensation at either place. And. I am
sure, our folk heroes, even the
most picturesque ones, were
basically very much like those
of other states and even other
countries. Even our very distinctive
Southern
Colonel,
whom we regard as indigenous
to America, is merely a transplanted Sir Roger de Coverley,
and our Bad Man — Jesse
James, John Dillenger, and the
others—is likewise just another
Dick Turpin or, for that matter, Captain Kidd.
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"STATE CRACKS DOWN"
The State of Kentucky is
moving on a broad front to
stop the heavy damage being
done to roads by overweight
trucks and initial court action
is now focusing on Eastern and
Central Kentucky, but suits
will be filed in Western Kentucky if dangerous conditions
develop there, commissioner of
Motor Transportation, said.

"PIPE SMOKING-CONTEST
Pipe smoking, the old traditional form of relaxation, is a
part of the competition at this
year's Kentucky State Fair,
August 20-29 each day at 1:00
p. m. with the purpose of the
contest to see who can keep a
medium-sized pipe full of tobacco the longest.
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Over 700 Attend Farm Bureau Picnic;
Contest Winners Are Named For Awards
More than 700 Farm Bureau,4-H Club,FFA
and FHA members attended the Annual Fulton
Caunty Farm Bureau Picnic at Union Presbyterian Church grounds Wednesday, August 12th.
Approximately 150 youths entered the various
Agricultural and Home Economics contests.

In the Talent Contest, Denise teacher.
In the Agricultural and Home
Wiley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward B. Wiley of Economics Contest for 4-H
Hickman, won in the Senior Club members, the following
Division with her folk singing. champions were selected:
Clothing Champions
Pam McNeill, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse McNeill, won Apron, Debra O'Coimer; First
Dress, Jill Adams; Mix-Match,
second with her solo.
Mrs. Raymond Everett won Ginger Yarbro; Play Clothes,
daughEllen Adams; Advance Dress,
by Miss Debbie Sowell,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. So- Nancy Taylor; Tailoring, Carol
well, with a clown act. Shirley Cardwell.
Project Champions
Everett, daughter of Mr. and
Moss;
Photography, Jim
Mrs. Raymond Eveertt won
First Aid Kit, Ann Austin;
second with a dance routine.
Roberts;
Winners in the Farm Bureau Electricity, Jeanna
Ladies Sewing Contest were: Foods Preservation, Carol
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., first in Cardwell; Garden, David Sutthe wool division and Mrs. Roy ton.
Foods
M. Taylor, second. Mrs. W. B.
Cookies, Betty Austin; Angel
Sowell won first in the Cotton
Division and Mrs. Bobby Cald- Food Cake, Ann Austin; Yeast
well, second. These winners Rolls, Ann Austin; Butter
will enter the District Farm Cake, Debbie Sowell; Banana
Bureau Contest at Kentucky Nut Bread, Debbie Castleman.
Home Furnishing
Dam Village on October 23rd.
Decoupage Picture, Ginger
District winners will then enter the State Contest at the Yarbro; Waste Basket, Ellen
State Farm Bureau Annual Adams.
Meeting in November. Mrs. 4-H Club Leaders assisting
Club Exhibits
Richard Adams and Mrs. Don- with the
ald Mabry, Farm Bureau Di- were: Mrs. Roy M. Taylor,
rectors had charge of these Mrs. Larry Cardwell, Mrs.
contests and were assisted by Hiram Brown, Mr. James
Mr. James Everett, Fulton Cooley, Mrs. W. G. Adams and
County Vocational Agricultural Mrs. Harold McClellan.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
When wrapping foods choose
a moisture proof wrap so that
air will be sealed out and
moisture locked in. When air
penetrates the package, moisture is drawn from the surface
of the food and the condition
known as "freezer burn" develops.
—Patricia Everett, Courthouse,
TeleBenton, K. 42025
phone: 527-6601

you won't be compromising on
nutrition, for these foods have
essentially the same protein
value as meat.
Convenience foods such as
pre-pared potatoes, pre-chopped onions, or frozen specialities save time at the expense
of money. If you're willing to
exchange time for savings, do
SO.

—Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St.. Murray, Ky. 42071
THE FAMILY'S FOOD DOL- Phone: 753-1452.
LAR—In the management of
EXTERIOR STAINS—When
the food dollar, the homemak- you are thinking about a finish
er must use a reasonable ex- for your home, cottage, farm
penditure of resources, such as buildings and equipment, patio,
knowledge, ability, time and wood fence or wooden lawn
Miss Nancy DeMyer
energy, and money. Food prob- furniture, consider stains. The
lems will vary from family to modern oil base, penetrating
family because of the differ- exterior stains made from the
ence in the supply of these re- Forest Products Laboratory
sources.
Natural Finish formulas are
Studies show that many gaining wide acceptance.
as
cut
be
could
grocery bills
Ideal for rough-sawn lumber,
much as one-third and still buy
exterior stains
Miss Nancy Elizabeth DeMyer of Hickman, the foods necessary for good these oil base
are ideal finishes for roughKentucky, will be Hickman-Fulton RECC's rep- nutrition. Maybe you need a sawn and weathered lumber
in buying prac- which has rough and fuzzyresentative in the "Miss Kentucky RECC" Beau- "check-up"
tices: (1) Plan purchases in
The finish
ty Pageant which will be held in conjunction advance,(2) study information textured surfaces.
penetrates the wood without
with the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville next qualities before making a de- forming
a continuous surface
the approxi- film, Therefore, it will not
week. The Pageant, to be held August 24-26, is cision, (3) knowmoney
allotted blister, crack, peel or scale.
of
amount
mate
the oldest, continuously conducted beauty page- for the weekly food, (4) comif moisture is a problem.
anf in the state and has come to be well-known as pare prices, quality and quani- even
Allow smooth lumber to
ties of food items in the mar- weather first, these charactera colorful part of State Fair festivities.
ket, (5) use the list of planned istics also make it an ideal
FARM BUREAU QUEEti-Carol Cardwell, left is shown with
Miss DeMyer is the daughter guided by a professional model- foods rather than shopping by
finish for use on smooth plyFarm
annual
*the
Contest
Queen
the other participants in the
of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. DeMyer. ing agency and they will be re- impulse. The family's food dolwood and other smooth, knotty
She will leave her home Mon- quired to participate in hair lar is influenced by the homeBureau Picnic (left to right) -- Miss Cardwell, Mary Stroud,
or flat-grain lumber. You
day,, August 24, to begin her styling sessions, banquets and maker's shopping and cooking
Debbie Sowell and Ellen Adams, Mrs. W. B. Sowell, narrator.
should allow smooth plywood
participation in the state beau- rehearsals. Mrs. Louise Cecil, skill.
and lumber to weather for a
ty pageant. During her three- a professional model, is Page- —Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, couple of months before stainof
one
is
Hotel
Nancy
Director.
ant
Kentucky
the
at
stay
day
Phone:
42066
Mayfield,
Ky.
We arrived at Memphis at 3
(From The Hickman Courier)
ing. The weathering of the
Saturday morning, tired and in Louisville, Miss DeMyer will twenty-two pretty young Ken- 247-2334
wood and the resulting checks
Cecil Roper, a good friend glad to get more comfortable participate in many activities tucky ladies who have the opand cracks will increase abYou'll be dollars ahead if sorpjion of the stain. This will
and business acquaintance at at the Gayoso House. We went which are part of the contest portunity to participate in the
the Citizen's Bank here, called to the dining room for break- and she will complete the com- State Beauty Pageant. The girls You substitute lower-cost fish, result in a longer stain life.
this reporter aside after we fast at 10 in the morning. We petition that will ultimately who will be competing in the cheese, or egg dishes a couple
One coat _of stain on smooth
had contracted our business, enjoyed supper. We did some bring into prominence a new Louisville event next week of times a week for red meat flat surfaces may last about 3
girls
241
from
RECC".
selected
were
Kentucky
news"Miss
old
cent
an
per
us
25
for
which
to
accounts
gave
and
shopping yesterday. Everyyears. One coat on rough-sawn
paper account of an earlier ac- thing was very high priced. Throughout the pageant, the who entered local Rural Elec- of all you pay for food. And or weathered material should
count of a trip from Hickman Omnibus tickets, Confederate girls will be instructed and tric Beauty Contests across the
last 6-8 years. The stain may
state during July.
to Memphis made on train and Bonds, shin plasters, postage
be applied by either brush or
Nancy earned the right to
boat during the Civil War.
stamps and Tennessee money
spray, and only one coat is reHickman - Fulton
represent
Written by Joe Curtis of the were sold us at 75 cents below
quired. Refinishing after a preKRECC"
"Miss
the
in
RECC
1953,
in
Commercial Appeal
pa/.
vious application has worn,
queen's
the
by
winning
pageant
thus:
ran
clipping
the
weathered and faded away is
'When shopping, we discovertitle at the local cooperative's
As elementary and high- equally easy.
"An account of a trip from ed the war had not entirely
beauty contest. That contest school students across the com—Juanita Amonett, CourtKentucky to Mem- dethroned fashions, although
was held in conjunction with monwealth return to the class- house, Paducah, Ky. 442-2718
SEWING CONTEST participants at Farm Bureau picnic: (left Hickman,
phis during the Civil War has ladies are now appearing in
the Hickman-Fulton RECC an- room this fall. parents may
Lattus,
L.
.1.
Mrs.
to right) Mrs. Donald Mabry, chairman;
been received from Miss Shir- Memphis without 'hoopskirts.
nual membership meeting on find that the public school
Color transference is particuMrs. Roy M. Taylor, Mrs. Roland Adams, Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., ley French, who writes she Instead, they are wearing gorlunchroom is one of the few larly objectionable in clothing
Miss Cathy Coleman of July 29.
round
small
and
skirts
ed
found it among some keepsakes
Miss DeMyer is an active places still relatively untouch- since lingerie or blouses may
Fulton, bride-elect of
South
Mrs. Bobby Caldwell, Mrs. W. B. Sowell and Mrs. Sam Holly.
of her family and brought it capes. I was completely as- Ronnie Bennett of Fulton was young lady who ranks golf, ed by inflation.
be stained with dye that is difout of a biding place where it tonished at finding so many the inspiration for an informal sewing, reading and playing
Nutritious lunches are offerto remove.- This transfer
had been hidden almost 75 soldiers doing nothing. How- "Pepsi Party" held on the the organ as her special inter- ed daily, and in most schools, ficult
color is called crocking. If
of
years in the attic of her home. ever, it was explained to me lovely patio of the Nelson ests.
prices range from 20 to 35 you want to test for fabric
"The relic was signed by that they are "Home Guards". Tripp home on Maiden Street
In the event that Nancy is cents.
crocking before you purchase,
Tom French, Miss Mollie However, there are many in Fulton Tuesday afternoon, chosen as the 1970-71 "Miss
Food allocations made under place a handkerchief or square
might
I
Gayoso
the
French, Tom Clairborne, Miss other. At
August 11, from 4:00 until 5:00 Kentucky RECC", she will rep- the National School Lunch Pro- of white cotton fabric around
Mary Cowgill and Miss Louise have counted hundreds of com- p. m.
resent Kentucky in the Nation- gram and administered by the index finger. Rub the fabric
Cowgill. It was dated March 1, missioned officers, such as colHostesses for this lovely oc- al RECC Pageant to be held in Office of Commodity Distribu- about 10 times. Examine test
onels, majors and even gen1862.
Paula Dallas, Texas, during Febru- tion in the state Department of piece to see if any color has
erals. Later in the evening, we casion were Misses
"It reads:
Agriculture are one factor in rubbed off. Crocking occurs
and Mrs. ary, 1971.
met Colonel and Mrs. Sexton Long, Randa Nabors
the continued economical ope- when fabric colors or finishing
Nelson Tripp.
'We had a trip to Memphis of Missouri.
of school cafeterias.
ration
TO TEXAS
procedures are applied improRefreshments consisting of
in our minds. Unexpectedly
'Colonel is a member of the
perly.
Miss Kay Veale has accepted
the opportunity arrived, as we Missouri Legislature, all of Pepsis, potato chips with dip,
—Catherine C. Thompson,
thought. The Steamboat De whom are in Memphis at- and party favors were served the position of elementary
GOING TO DRAUGHAN'S
4,
grades
for
Phone:
Hickman, Ky. 42050
Soto was due down and we tempting to charter a steam- to the following guests: Miss music-specialist
daughter
Upton,
ElemenL.
DeZaala
Sharon
236-2351
in
6
and
5,
hurriedly made our prepara- boat to take them up the Mis- Coleman, Misses Pat Holladay,
TALENT CONTEST at Farm Bureau picnic (left to right:) tions and waited.
Upton,
Guy
Mr.
Mrs.
Antonio,
of
and
San
at
School
tary
Tegethoff,
Susan
sissippi River to New Madrid June Vetter,
Did you know that . . . our
Gilliand Tex., after graduation from Jr., and Sheryl Reed, daughPam McNeil, Janice Wiley, Debbie Sowell, Shirley Everett, 'Tuesday, no boat. Wedin order to hold one more ses- Vickie Adams, Sandra
Murray State University with a ter of Mrs. Ora Reed, have highly efficient farming results
seen
have
We
boat.
no
nesday,
Ellen Adams and Cindy Brown.
sion. While in the parlors of Lynn Brown, Nancy Easterseveral pass, going to Island the Gayoso enjoying a visit wood, Denise Coleman, Mrs. Master of Music Education De- been accepted to enter in one farm worker being able
10 with Government stores, with Mrs. S. B. Buckner and Jim Powers. Mrs. Joe Wade, gree. Kay is the daughter of Draughan's Business College to supply products for more
Rev. and Mrs. Ellis J. Veale at Paducah on September 21. than 43 people.
but not one stopped. We hear Maj. Roger Hanson, a dis- and Mrs. Mike Gilbert.
—Maxine Griffin. Federal
The hostesses presented Miss and has been serving as soloist Both will specialize in secreColumbus is being reinforced, patch (sic) was handed me
and things will go on as quietly reading, "Come home forth- Coleman with a serving tray and choir director for the First tarial science, accounting and Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
Phone: 53-2231
electronic office machines.
Christian Church.
as their gift to the honoree.
in the South, as heretofore.
with."
'Trusting to the firmness of
two
Memphis
in
'Detained
their army, notwithstanding
account of heavy
the Tennessee River bridge has days on
to board the
been blown up by the Federals rains, we decided
and our span tied up at Hick- Steamboat Kentucky, leaving
man. We have almost despair- Memphis tomorrow. Memphis
is all excitement. Columbus,
ed of getting a boat.
'We hear it rumored, and as Kentucky has been evacuated.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
can
often contradicted, that Col- All you hear now is how
floFederal
the
keep
Memphis
umbus will be evacuated. I do
the
Dear Ann Landers: Since you Merely because you call a ter from the office bulldozer something.—A City Girl
not believe it because it is tilla from coming down
of all sheep's tail a leg does not with the Big Mouth made my
Dear Girl: Thanks for the
such a stronghold. So much river. Major Hanson left this favor sharp amendment
blood boil. She was highly kind words in behalf of the gal
morning to accept a flag of abortion laws which are "arch- make it one."
the
of
Dr.
"country
hick"
to
critical
4-H CLUB LAMP MAKERS: First row (Ito r) Tommie Curlin, labor cannot be thrown away. truce from Cairo. Memphians aic, inhuman and discriminareply
my
is
this
And
who tries. There's something
Just heard 3,000 shells had
who was so hipped on a fre- in what you say, and what's
are greatly frightened. Every tory against the poor," I'd like William Lynch's statement.
Jenne Roberts, Ronnie Workman, Ronnie Adams, Lynn Jones; been sent to Columbus.
that
outfits
of
quent
change
day
all
made
are
Statements
basrebuttal,
more I like the way you say
leavare
to offer a brief
Back row, Leslie McAlister, Cindy Adams, Janice Harrison, 'Thursday we decided to go day, large numbers
ing for the Deep South.
on testimony heard in Mid- long, but this does not mean she wore her cocktail clothes it!
ed
We
railroad.
by
Memphis
to
Brown.
Pam
and
Cindy Moss, Ann Austin
to work rather than repeat.
'Southern soldiers are at Is- dlesex Superior Court in Cam- they are valid or correct. Genwanted an adventure. Our
erations of theologians will be
I say bully for Country Ilia
Confidential to Cross My
friends said goodby to us, re- land No. 10 and New Madrid. bridge, Mass.
Dr. William A. Lynch of thrilled to know that at last and fie on the dull, dreary, Heart: You sound determined,
marking, "We never expect to We hear they will make a
life
does
"Legal the question, "When
say,
to
this
had
Boston
dames
lazy,
unimaginative
in
this
with
So,
stand
there.
but
I'm unconvinced. Oversee you again."
no safer begin?" has been settled by who are too bored or indifferent
confidence can be dangerous.
'We did not know that it was mind, we are advised not to at- abortions would be
been
have
They
Lynch.
BackDr.
abortions.
(or just plain dumb) to try to Tack this one in your hatband.
the last train 'from this town tempt to return to Hickman on than illegal
who work in searching for an answer to this look like something when they
for several years. We had a the Steamboat Kentucky. How- street abortionists
I tell you this—and I tell you
centuries.
for
anquestion
same
the
use
shadows
arrive at their jobs.
very pleasant trip. Stopped at ever, we boarded her and de- the
plain,
that
statement
his
for
As
physito
available
tisepetics
McKenzie Station, Tennessee parted at 5 in the evening.
I work in an office that emWhat you have done, you
abortionists use
contended that hack-street
for dinner, consisting of bard. 'Thursday morning we were cians." He also
the same antiseptics.available ploys 36 women and 17 men will do again;
mothe
at
begins
life
"human
landed
Madrid.
We
New
near
and
tops
boiled eggs, turnip
executives).
the
(including
You
will bite your tongue—
Lynch
Dr.
to
physicians,
coffee made from rye. We re- just below Point Pleasant to ment of conception."
to be fair I should be informed that for You wouldn't believe the way careful or not,
mained here for two hours and put off passengers. The boat Since you claim
Upon the already bitten spot.
— the past 75 years asepsis and some of the women come to
saw one fight. We boarded a then crossed the river to a trust you will publish this.
not antiseptics has been the work—no makeup, hair in bobNashville & Memphis Railroad woodyard opposite the town, Other Side
they
clips
like
by
and
pins
How far should a teen-age
Dear Side: If you will for- method of sterile technique.
train, and at Humboldt, Ten- and suddenly there was a terway Moreover, every surgeon with were ready for bed; wrinkled, couple go? Can necking be
nessee, found three regiments rific noise astern. That created give me, I'll take the long
and
blouses
faded,
ill-fitting
safe?
When does it become too
said Ills imI
of Confederate soldiers (infan- a great excitement and I ran 'round the barn to reply. When whom checked
a com- shirts; ungirdled; jiggling; hot to sandle? Send for Ann
try) going to Corinth, Missis- by a window when a bomb- Abraham Lincoln was asked by possible to maintain
shaking; no hose; sandals; Landers' booklet. "Necking
prosecuting attorney, "How pletely safe asepsis outside an
FARM BUREAU KING — Pictured above an the contestants sippi. Thirty minutes were al- shell exploded, but it fell into a
dirty toenails—its an insult to And Petting—What Are The
legs does a sheep operating room. In fact, patimany
it
learned
the
we
Later
water.
for
supper.
passengers
lowed
Limits?" Mail your request to
In Hie Farm Bureau King contest a/ the Picnic Wildness/0Y at After waiting 15 minutes we was fired from a Parrott gun. have?" He replied, "Four." ents have been known to pick the people they work with.
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Doug Goodman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Goodman of
Hickman, Route 3, and President of the Fulton County FFA
Chapter, was selected County
Farm Bureau King. Max Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Wilson, was selected as first
alternate.

Carol Cardwell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cardwell,
was selected as Farm Bureau
Queen. Carol has won many
awards in 4-H and FHA at Fulton County High School. Debbie Sowell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. B. Sowell, was selected as first alternate.

Miss DeMyer Leaving For
Miss Kentucky RECC Pageant

Hickman To Memphis In 1862:
An Old Account Resurrected

Bride-Elect
Is Feted At
Tripp Home

The School Lunch:
Nutritious, Cheap
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By Mrs. Carey Friel&

Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and
at the evening service. Sunday
School was 'held at 10 a. m.
and the attendance was upped
to 68, but not nearly all of the
Irvin Grymes died last enrollment was present.
Funeral services for Sewell
Johnson were held in Jackson Thursday morning, August 13,
Mrs. Chap Johnson was reFuneral Home chapel at Duke- in the Fulton Hospital, having moved from Western Baptist
dom, Friday afternoon, August been transferred from. Park- Hospital at Paducah to the
14, with Rev. Norman Critten- way Manor Nursing Home to Weakley County Hospital at
den officiating. Burial was in the hospital that morning.
Martin the past Sunday. She is
Funeral services were held doing very good and everyone
Good Springs Cemetery.
Hornin
15,
August
Saturday,
Mr. Johnson, 62, died in the. beak Funeral Home chapel,
Fulton Hospital Tuesday af- with Rev. W. W. Kitterman,
ternoon. August 11, following pastor of the Cumberland Presa long illness.
byterian Church, officiating.
Born in Weakley County, Burial was in Fairview CemeTenn., he was the son of the tery.
Mr. Grymes, 87, was born in
late Jim K. and Lila Watts
Johnson. He was a retired em- Dickson County, Tenn., the son
ployee of Chrysler Corporation of the late Joseph Wayne and
in Detroit and had made his Milbra Phipps Grymes, and
home in Dukedom since his re- had lived most of his life in
tirement.
South Fulton. He was never
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. married.
Surviving are two nephews,
Pearl Carr Johnson; one sister, Mrs. Joe Work of Duke- Herman Grymes, Jr., of Memdom; two half sisters, Mrs. phis and Dr. Loyd Grymes of
Wilton Vaughn of Jackson, Mt. Airy. N. C., and two nieces,
Miss., and Miss Ivy Johnson Miriam Grymes and Mrs. Jane
of Hopkinsville, and several Grymes Gibson, both of Memphis.
nieces and nephews.

hopes she will make rapid Mrs. Halton Glover. They had siter.
strides to recovery,
a delightful visit while here.
Clarence Berryman seems
be just the same at his home
Bell Farmer, of St. Louis,
Delmas Copeland remain; a to
this District No. 1, where
in
and great nephew, Herbie patient in Sanitorium at Mem'I'rue, arrived this week end at phis, where he has been hos- he has been confined to his bed
the home of Mrs. Grover True pitalized for the past three the past few months.
and Mr. True, near here. Her- months. He had major surgery
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunbie is the great grandson of the and has been under treamtent ningham and children, Steve,
Trues. Mr. Farmer attended there since. Mrs. Copeland at- Beth and Lori, of Washington,
the Hall-Moody Alumni re- tends his bedside and is back Indiana, moved the past week
union in Martin the past Sun- at their home in Dresden a to Owensboro. Ky., having purday, where there was a good portion of the time. We friends chased a new home there.
attendance.
hope he will improve very soon Randall has employment with
Bass Lumber Company, thus
and be able to return home.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Koteteir
the transfer.
LassiEugene
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
David
and grandsons,
Miss Elizabeth Olive Mathis
Chip, of Berrien Springs, Mich., ter and sons, Mark, Stevie and
and Bobby Kalafat, of Lansing, Barry Keith, of Martin, were and Mr. Tim Starks were
in the holy bonds of
united
were here on vacation the past Sunday night guests of parweek, houseguests of Mr. and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Las- matrimony the past Friday

night, August 14, in the Knob
Creek Church of Christ, in the
presence of members of their
families and friends, with Bro.
Dennis Crutchfield officiating.
Liz is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Mathis and the
groom is from Kentucky. He
is a sophomore at Murray
State and she is a graduate of
Cuba High School. After a
honeymoon, they will be at
home to their friends. All
friends wish for this young
couple a long life of happiness.

Considerable smoke damage
was done to the Rodney Miller
residence on Forest Circle
Drive last Friday afternoon,
when clothes in a dryer in the
basement caught Lire. The
blaze was confined to the dry-

KNEE INJURY
Bob Engel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Engel, is a patient in
Campbell's Clinic at Memphis
for treatment of a knee injury
sustained. during Fulton High
football practice. His room
number is 867.
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• Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
The Chestnut Glade Home
Demonstration Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Laverne
Owensby for the annual picnic
August 20 at 2 p. m. Visitors
are cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Wade
and children have returned to
their home in Morehead. Kentucky. after a visit to their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Colley and Mr. and Mrs. Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Mackey Rhodes
have returned to their home in
Donna, Texas. after visiting
. Mr—and MN. Drew Walls and
mother, Mrs. Lillian
his
Rhodes, who is a bed patient
at the Hillview Nursing Home.
Mrs. Rhodes is not as well at
this time.
Mr.-and Mrs. Grady Simpson
from Middleton, Tennessee,
spent the night with Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Brundige and attended the Hall-Moody Reunion
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ray
Bondurant and their four children, from Indianapolis. visited Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson
last Week.
The meeting closed at Sandy
Branch Sunday, with six per-0ns being baptised.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Lane
Wade and children, Penny and
Robert, of Morehead, Ky. spent
last week with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mrs. Blanche Menees is visiting her daughters, Mary Inez,
and family, and Dorothy
Louise, and family, in Louisville. Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cloys of
Los Angeles visited with their
friends and relatives here one
day last week. They were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Sloan last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Dean
and children of Detroit have
returned home, after a vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Simon Ferguson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gadberry
and daughters, of St. Louis,
spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and
Freddie.
The revival at the Cayce
Methodist Church closed Friday night. Rev. John Britt,
pastor, was the evangelist. A
nice crowd was present each
evening.
Horace Roper is a patient in
the Baptist Hospital at Memphis. We wish him a speedy
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Levine
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Woodside in Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Mrs. Lurline Cruce is visiting
relatives in Detroit.,She returned home with Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Cruce. after they visited here with her for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bondurant

Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Roberts returned last week
from a ten-day vacation in
South Dakota. a
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Taylor
and son, Mark, of Morganfield,
Ky., visited with Grace Armstrong and Jimmie Sunday.
Terry De Freece and Debbie
Beasley were injured in the
two-car accident at Fulton hitt
week, but are improving. Terry
was not hospitalized, but Debbie had extensive cuts on her
face.
Mrs. Arnold Work was transferred from Fulton Hospital to
Baptist .Hospital in Paducah
last week and is still undergoing tests. She was visited today
by Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Work
and Rev. Oren Stover.
Durell McCall has accepted
a job with the State of Kentucky and is working territory
around Louisville. He is accompanied this week by Mrs.
McCall.
Sympathy is expressed to the
family of Sewell Johnson, who
passed away in Fulton Hospital
last Wednesday. Burial was
Friday at Good Springs.
Mrs. Chap Johnson was
moved from Baptist Hospital
at Paducah to Weakley County
Hospital at Martin yesterday.
She is mei%good progress
in recov ring
m a broken
hip.
Dukedom Homemakers had
a special meeting for August,
when they sponsored a community picnic at Good Springs
Church on August 11 at 7 p. m.
and invited every one to join
them for pot luck. A good supper and enjoyable fellowship
were the results, even though
the crowd was small, due to so
many being away on vaaction.
No business was conducted at
this meeting.

Ten Outstanding"
Include Murray Girl
Ten young people have been
named "Outstanding Young
Kentuckians" by the Kentucky
State Fair and the Kentucky
Jaycees and will be recognized
at a luncheon during the 1970
Kentucky State Fair, August
20-29.
Named to receive the award
include Betsy Anne Riley of
Murray.
The "Outstanding Young
Kentuckians" will receive their
awards at a Kentucky Chamber of Commerce luncheon at
12:00 noon Tuesday, August 25.
and daughters, Allison and
Tammy, have returned to their
home in Lake Charles, La., after a vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Travillian
have returned after a nice vacation with relatives in Lon,
don, Ky.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation RI Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 411-1153
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Christ Temple Holiness Church is located in South Fulton and

Sunday School is held at 10:00 a. m., morning worship at 11:00

a. m. each Sunday, and prayer meeting is held each Wednesday

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms.

The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.
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Ed Jones Reports From Washington
Last week, President Nixon
vetoed two important pieces of
legislation. One was the appropriation for the U. S. Office
of Education and the other was
the appropriation for the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the independent agencies.

that the education bill provided
$453 million more than he had
requested and that the HU'D
bill provided $541 million
above his request.
I personally find it difficult
to take seriously the President's call for economy when
he is pushing a welfare proThe President's stated reason gram that will cost the taxfor vetoing these measures was payers $4.5 billion per year
above the current level and
will double the number of persons eligible for welfare payment. In fact he is asking the
Congress to establish guaranFulton
South
Broadway,
140
teed annual income at the
Phone 4791864
same time he is calling for
economy in government.
—Armstrong inlaid Linoleum
The President is reluctant to
—Vinyl and Tile
educational
—Downs and McGee Carpeting spend money for
building construction, scholar--Upholstering, Modern and
ships, work-study programs,
Antique
and student loans. He vetoed
the bill providing money for
—Viking Kitchen CalvetIntl
housing, for veterans' medical

S.P. MOORE & CO.

care, and for water and sewage
facilities. However, he apparently felt no misgivings at all
about asking the taxpayers to
guarantee millions of dollars to
bail out the bankrupt PennCentral Railroad. Congress
wisely refused to go along.
Last year, the Congress appropriated $6.4 billion less than
the administration requested,
yet the President accuses the
Congress of extravagance.
The Congress has the constitutional duty of setting national policy through legislation. It is the business of Congress to set priorities and to
appropriate funds accordingly,
but the President apparently
feels that he should set the
funding priorities down to the
last decimal.
Evidently, the Congress conveterans'
siders education,
health care, housing, and
water and sewage facilities to
have a higher priority among
the nation's needs than the
Penn-Central Railroad or a
guaranteed annual income.
I voted to override the veto
on both of the bills. / feel that
it is hypocritical of a politician
to give lip service to education,
to veterans' health care, to the
polluted environment, to the

ELECTRIC PATIO
GRILL BONUS
$10.00
On Any Electric Patio Grill Purchased And
Installed On The Fulton Electric Co. System.
Outdoor cooking is
FRESH CLEA inure
fun with the
new electric patio, grill.
Now, you can cook to perOUTDOOR fection
with thermostatirecally
COOKING... flectedcontrolled,
heat. And
the electric grill is easy to keep clean and gives that charbroil flavor, without the mess of charcoal and ashes. The
patio grill comes in table-top models, rollabout models, or
models that can be permanently installed. Get
your electric patio grill,
and make outdoor eating
easy. And fun.

the ELECTRIC
PATIO GRILL

OBION COUNTY
J.martin, County Afimnt

Golfers Are
Invited To
Murray Club

• LATFIAM
Mrs. W. C. Morrison

More Area
Drivers Lose
Licenses

• ROUTE THREE
Aline Williams

Mr. and Mrs. Kieth Emily
Miss Ruby Foster is a pativisited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
ent in the Volunteer Hospital
Cannon a while Tuesday night.
at Martin.
The revival closed at Sandy
CROPS RESPONDING
Carl Brann returned from
Report from the Traffic Safe- Branch Sunday. Elder Vern
The West Kentucky golf the Fulton Hospital last SaturTO RAIN
Committee Jackson of Nashville did the
spotlight again will focus on day and is recuperating from ty Coordinating
The results of the recent Murray August 22 and 23 when major surgery a few days ago. shows the following in this preaching for them.
rains are certainly showing up the Oaks Country Club holds
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Griffin, area who lost their drivers'
in the late planted soybeans, its fourth annual invitational of Chicago, are vacationing licenses during the week end- have their grandson, Butch
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the
if
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it
for
tournament.
Gavrock, of Memphis, with
with relatives in and around ing August 7:
have doubled or more in size
Jessie Smith, Hickman, age them for his vacation.
More than 125 golfers are Latham.
in the last week. We have ob62.
January
DWS,
22,
until
Wedding bells have been
expected to compete in the five
The revival started Sunday
served many early planted soy1971; David Jerome Burgess,
flights of the 36-hole, two-day ringing in Latham for the past
at Old Bethel, with Elder Lonie
bean fields in full bloom and
six
for
age
PSS,
22.
Mayfield,
week. Carthal Wheeler and
Mazingo doing the preaching.
medal play tournament.
the rains have been a tremenmonth s; Michael Graves
The entry fee is $15. This Mrs. Bonnie Bradley were mar- Adams, Mayfield, age 22, Services are at 7:30 every
dous help in getting an early
will
ried
and
last
Wednesday
through Friday. Visitors
night
includes practice rounds Thurspod set.
DWR, until April 13, 1975; are always welcome.
make their home in Latham.
Lynn
The grass in pasture fields is day and Friday before the
Chalker,
MayMichael
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Copeland
Those visiting us last week
really growing and the grass tournament and lunch both Sat- and daughter, of Memphis, field, age 20, DWI. until Janwere Mr. and Mrs, Kieth Emiand weeds are growing also at urday and Sunday during com- Mrs. Zola Copeland and Mrs. uary 31, 1971;
Martin GivAlso, Judith Brown Purcell, ly, Mr. and Mrs.
the end of cotton and soybean petitive play.
Flights, foursomes and start- Irene Black, of Dresden, visit- Route 1. Boaz, age 36, DWI, ens, Virgil Rowland of Derows. We encourage farmers to
ed
Mr.
Mrs.
Ulysses
and
Claud Mcuntil July 20, 1971: Thomas troit, Mr. and Mrs.
get rid of grass and weeds at ing times will be announced Dortch last Sunday.
Dale Brown, Route 6. Mayfield, Niel, and Mr. and Mrs. Ross
the end of cotton, corn, and Thursday, August 20, although
The
of
home
place
Pete
Williams.
soybean rows, because the entries will be accepted until Killebrew was burned to the age 19, DWI, until July 6,
Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins had
weeds can cause many prob- the tournament gets under ground last Friday night. All 1971, and Rudy Glenn Waggonlast Thursday morning
lems in harvesting operations way, Morris said.
contents, belonging to a ten- er, Clinton, age 32, DWI, un- surgery
and
trophies
Championship
in the Obion County Hospital
and with weeds going to seed
ant, a Mr. Harrison, were also til July 29, 1972.
at
valued
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City and is doing
merchandise,
Union
at
another bumper crop of weeds
burned.
more than $1,200, will be
fine. We hope she can, soon be
can be expected next year.
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie White.
home with her family and
awarded in the five flights.
from Virginia, and Mr. and
Originally a nine-hole layout,
friends.
Mrs. Hezzie Brann, from Lou
FEEDER PIG SALE AT
the Oaks course was expanded
Sunday, after church serisville, are vacating with Mr.
DRESDEN—AUG. 20, 1970
The News takes pleasure in
to 18 in July of last year with
and Mrs. Carl Brann and Mr. wishing "Happy Birthday" to vices, Elder and Mrs. Arlie
A number of farmers have
finest
some of the largest and
Larimer, Elder Lonie Mazingo
and Mrs. Junius White in the following friends:
asked about the Feeder Pig
greens in West Kentucky, sevand several from church visitDresden.
Sale at Dresden planned for
August 21: Lana Campbell;
which have been heaviof
eral
Chess Morrison is some bet- August 22: Mrs. Ernest Jen- ed with Mr. and Mrs. Revel
August 20. The State and Fedly trapped, being added in the ter this week.
His visitors last kins. Randall Brown, Loretta Moody and we had lunch
eral Hog Cholera Quarantine
new section.
Sunday were: Doyle Bowlin, Lee Stow, Dianne Sharp; Aug- spread on tables in the yard.
for Weakley County has been
Four of its five par-3 holes Mrs.
All enjoyed visiting and eating
Martha Lou Kindred of
lifted and the Weakley County
are considered among the most Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Dean ust 23: Cathy Campbell, Mrs. together.
Livestock Association is lookJames
Billie
Meacham;
Gore.
area.
the
challenging in
We were sorry to hear of the
Terrell, W. T. Harwood and
ing forward to a feeder pig
August 24: Teresa Jane
Golfers wishing to partici- Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
sale on Thursday, August 20.
Fields. Rene Yates; August death of Sewell Johnson Tuesshould contact Graves Woodruff, Mr. and Mrs.
pate
Wayne
The recent outbreak of hog
Vyron day. He had moved to DukeMorris, tournament chairman, Griffin, Mrs. Ramona Mitchell, 25: Paul Long, Mrs.
cholera in Weakley County was
Mrs. Claude R. Wil- dom from Detroit a few years
or Ira Lee Story, Oaks pro, Mrs. Madge Cummings, Mr. Mitchell,
not Weakley County originated.
Cle- past, when he retired on acpreferably before noon and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and liams; August 26: Dianne
count of bad health. He will
A super market was buying
Chuck
Taylor,
ment,
Mike
August 20. The tournament Mr. and Mrs. Huel Wright.
27: Bob Mc- surely be missed in Dukedom
hog carcasses from a meat
August
Wright;
at
reached
chairman can be
and by his many friends and
Baron Dixon is a patient in Knight, Doyle Frields.
packer in another state that
1515 Johnson Blvd., Murray, or the Fulton Hospital and has
relatives. Our sympathy goes
was selling hog carcasses at a
753-6924, while the been quite ill with pneumonia.
(502)
phone
to his very devoted wife, Pearl,
much cheaper rate. This other
pro, Story, can be reached at
in her sad hours.
state practices a salvage oper1, Murray. or
Route
club,
the
We received a telephone call
ation technique whereby, when
OKLAHOMA TO KENTUCKY
phone
(502)
753-6454.
Sunday night about twelve
cholera breaks out on a farm
The cast of the "Stephen
o'clock to announce the arrival
all hogs not sick that day go
Foster Story" will give a oneof our grandson. Chad Everett
for slaughter. Some of the
The Division of Clean-Up and Lewis. Our youngest daughter.
night benefit performance of
meat trimming from this operRogers and Hammerstein's Beautification submitted nine- Kara, and her husband, Carl
ation was picked up at the
teen nominations from Ken- Lewis, are the proud parents of
The following were patients "OKLAHOMA," August 24. at
supermarket to feed the Weak8:30 p. m., at the J. Dan Tal- tucky for national awards for this fine eight pound and some
ley County farmers hound in Fulton's hospitals the week bott
Amphitheater in Bards- achievement in litter-preven- ounces son. His granddad,
dogs and this is the story of of August 19:
town, Kentucky.
tion.
Everett Williams; is a very
the recent Cholera outbreak in
Winners will he announced proud grandparent this mornTickets are on sale for $3.00
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Weakley County.
Keep
by
America
Beautiful.
for
adult
1.50
and
12
and
uning, as they named him EverBetty and Barbara Jones,
der. Out of town people may Inc.. at an annual Awards ett, in honor of him.
Jeffrey Glisson, Wingo; RichFALL ARMYWORMS
Luncheon to be held in New
call
502-348-5800.
The fall armyworm is al- ard Bridges, Mazy Cutchin,
York City, Nov75.
ready in Obion County attack- Kimberly Garrison, Hickman;
Kentucky nominations ining corn and milo. This may Avonda Hastings, Martin; No- Share The News with a Friend clude: Mayfield and Paducah.
be early for this insect to be vella Green, Mayfield; Kathy
scattered over a wide area If and Renee Stroud, Clinton;
so, late planted corn (late Brent Wade, Brenda Roberts,
June), where the insect acts as Billy Moss, Virginia Holly,
See us for-. - a bud worm, can kill small Fulton; Sam Lockett, Ludene
corn by eating out the growing Workman, Betty Grissom, Ada
insurance Needs
Your
Fulton.
point in the center of the stalk. Belle Counce. South
Controls are recommended only
FULTON HOSPITAL
if 20 to 25 percent of the plants
Herman Wade, Sedalia; Earl
are infested in a field of corn
less than three feet high. This Bettis, Ruth Russell, Eugene
Fulton 472-1341
worm makes heavy, grass feed- Cunningham. Wingo; Deborah
ing damage to the whorl of the Beasley, Eunice Martin, Norma
plant as opposed to light, fine Cannon, Buford Walker, Wilshot holing by corn borers. lard Berry, Clinton; Kenneth
This late corn will be for sil- Brand, Granite City, Illinois;
age, so use only sevin, Diazi- Loyd Wiggins, Mary Opel
acn, or Gardona. Later on, Starks, Janet Murphey, Water
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM FINANCIAL
sprouting, small, and new pas- Valley; I. B. Dixon, Martin;
George Rainey, Gloria FonLOSS DUE TO SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Collins, Lucille Manation's housing needs and tray, Earl
Bufford Sisson, Marthen to refuse to vote for the theny,
Lurlene GrisBeadles,
funds needed in these areas. garet
Alexander, Mrs
The easiest thing in the world som, Ruby
Beadles and baby, Paufor a Congressman is to pay Terry
Pittman, J. N. Wooten,
lip service to all the popular line
Merryman. Raymond
causes and then to vote against D. M.
Burch Moon, Billy
the necessary spending. That Pewitt,
Odelle Owensby, Mary
way he can build himself an Gore.
G. B. ButterMrs.
image as a concerned states- Nowlin,
Fulton; D. W. Elliott,
man on the one hand and the worth,
Fulton.
great economizer on the other. South
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heat that goes with it. For of Sevin.
August 20 - Feeder Pig Salethese reasons I voted to overSPECIAL FEATURES
Dresden.
ride the vetoes.
•Year 'round COMPREHENSIVE protection — single or family
• Semi-Annual billing at your home
• Special coverage designed for full-time UNDERGRADUATES
• NO enrollment fee or medical examination required
• After leaving school, continuous coverage is available.
Union city, Tenn.
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Mayfield, Paducah
Are Nominated
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Complete Roof
Planned Protection

RICE AGENCY

College Students!'Z

; THiLUE SHIELD®'
BLUE CROSS;
STUDENT
COLLEGE
PROGRAM
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

The Mississippi River Economic Op-

WHO IS ELIGIBLE? All lull-time undergraduate students attending en areradlloo
university or college. (Normally students over age 19 are not cor.,ed by Shale
parents' Blue Cross and Blue Shield Family Plan.)
FOR MORE INFORMATION about this program or other
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans available
COMPLETE AND MAIL THE COUPON BELOW

portunity Council,Inc.is accepting applications for the position of Secretary.

ELECTRICITY DOES IT BEST!

This Bonus Ends August 31. Sales Slips Must
Be Presented At Fulton Electric Office To
Coiled Bonus Not Later Than Sept. 1, 1970.
co.

Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET

PHONE 472-1962

Send personal data, work experience,
education data, or request for additional
information to:
Mississippi River Economic
Opportunity Council. Inc.
316 Anderson Street
Fulton, Kentucky 42041

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.
BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)452-1511
of Blatt Shi•ld Molt
Association
—
fA,n.,icsn Howls I Assoc ia lion
---BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
[3101 Bardstown Road, Louisville, Ky. 40205
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John E. Bard Retires After
24 Years; Sells To Poynor

CLYDE MORROW—

WEATHER REPORT

(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
One of South Fulton's most station.
Fulton.)
2ersonable businessmen has
-Moving to South Fulton into
old his service station and has an apartment in 1953, Mr. and Oats High Low
Precip.
-etired after twenty-four years Mrs. Bard, the former Ann
AUGUST
1970
ervice. John E. Bard, who has Ferguson, liked the community
70
0
,old Texaco products at White- so well that in 1957 they 1 101
75
vay Service Station on Broad- bought their present modern 2 102
0
74
vay since June 1, 1946, sold home on Frankie Lane. Their 3 100
.3
98
71
ais business to H. D. Poyner, children are Miss Jackie Bard, 4
.4
84
72
.4
rho assumed his duties on supervisor of the chemistry 5
87
71
august 1 with plans to con- laboratory at Methodist Hos- 6
trace
91
71
'inue selling Texaco with the pital in Memphis. and Sidney 7
87
74
.1
riginal Whiteway name to be Bard, certified public account- 8
9
82
72
.7
ant and manager of the tax
-etained..
82
70
When he began his service department of Jefferson Chemi- 10
0
83
tartion career over two de- cal Company in Houston, 11
69
0
86
72
•ades ago, Mr. Bard started in Texas. Before going into his 12
91
65
building that was originally own business, Mr. Bard held 13
96
65
livery stable that had been positions with the Kentucky 14
98
onverted into a garage and State Highway Department, 15
70
0
98
71
'xidy shop. One of the most Bob White Motor Company, 16
98
68
iovel features of this early sta- cod for two years was Fulton 18
ion was a wooden keg of ice Fire Chief. Reared in the McFIVE YEARS AGO
cater that proved to be a Fadden community, Mr. Bard
AUGUST 1965
aste treat, especially to chil- is the son of the late Sidney
87
64
0
lren. In November. 1956, a and Lula Browder Bard. Dur- 1
87
59
0
.omplete renovation was com- ing his leisurely retirement, 2
93
60
0
leted with the old building Mr. Bard is looking forward to 3
97
60
0
'laving been torn down and a pursuing vigorously his favorite 4
96
65
0
,ew modern one erected. A hobby of gardening. Through 5
93
67
-Amoy and a porcelainized ex- the years, Mr. Bard has made 6
7
85
69
.2 RECORD BREAKERS — Pictured
"nor were added in 1968. The many friendships at Whiteway
here are the record-bre/lacing
84
68
trace
ldest employe of the station which he will cherish forever. 8
Future Farmers of America of Fulton County. This chamfer re88
59
the late A. N. Paschall; the Congratulations to a fine South 9
92
58
ceived the highest possible rating as a group which is the high',ingest employed is Raymond Fultonian on this important 10
11
94
60
'Pee Wee" Brockwell, who milestone!
est recorded rating since the establishment of the Kentucky FFA
12
97
64
nh remain on the crew.
0
Leadership Training Center in 1938. In the top picture, Doug
13
93
69
During his long span of ser- HANNAH—
14
94
OD
0 Goodman is shown proudly displaying his coveted Leadership
'ice, Mr. Bard has seen a great (Continued from Poor ono
15
97
68
Award. The bottom photograph is of the group attending the coo'ransformation in the area in close to her during mealtime; 16 100
70
ler in Hardinsburg. From the loft in the front row, they era:
vhich his business is located. she doesn't want the collie
17
98
71
0
or
"he almost totally residential the cats fooling around
99
70
0 James M. Everett, advisor, David Adams, Doug Goodman, Max
with 18
"aschall Street in the early her food, and has been
Wilson and Larry Cagle. In the back row from the left ars:
known
NINE YEARS AGO
ears of his operation was later to bite the dog when he insists
Jamie Alexander, Randy Adams, Dan Sheehan, and Pat Lattus.
hanged into the widened, re- that part of the dog
AUGUST
1961
food may
1
96
lamed Broadway, the hub of belong to him.
74
trace
2
'outh Fulton's business dis93
74
.2
Unlike the rest of the family 3
'rict today.
96
72
0
pets, Hannah Suey will event4
93
Because of his friendly man69
.3
ually grow out of the pet stage
5
aer and devoted service, Mr.
92
66
trace
lard ha's received numerous and be relegated to the pig 6
93
63
0
pens, of course, but meanwhile
7
'etters from tourists who were
99
68
0
this little pig isn't going to
8
o highly complimentary of his
96
64
0
market . . . the Barnes family.
9
-fficiency and his facilities, es93
64
1
0
especially the children, will see
iecially his clean restrooms.
10
93
71
The Fulton County Future Farmers of
0
to that.
11
Always a meeting place for
93
70
America officers have broken the Cottage InThis little story and the ac- 12
,Iderly men, the station was
92
72
trace
spection Record of some 30 years at the Kenpictures
were 13
tragic scene several years companying
82
60
Igo when "Monk" Kelley, brought to the News this week 14
tucky FFA Leadership Training Center in Hard90
64
by
Gary Key, representative of 15
'ather of Lloyd and Tom Kel92
67
insburg, according to FFA Reporters, Larry
'ey. collapsed and died while Butts Mill, whose Wayne feeds 16
94
66
0 Cagle
and Jamie Alexander.
are
used
by
Mr.
Barnes
in his 17 102
.isiting at the station. Other
64
James D. Maddox, director of the center,
limactic moments were the hog feeding pens.
18 100
66
ires that engulfed the Browstated that there has been no chapter to receive
,ler Milling Company and Fry's
a perfect cottage inspection rating since 1948
auto Parts, yet both were finwhen the existing leadership training program
ally, averted with neither re:tilting in any damage to the
was established. Maddox also added that there is

County FFA Chapter
Is A Record Breaker

Duck Season Opens December 4;
Relaxed Rules Are Announced no record of any chapter having received a per-

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

A liberalized waterfowl season for Kentucky hunters has
Between Martin & Union City been announced for this fall,
with a hunter permitted to harvest four mallards a day or
FRI. - SAT., AUG. 21 - 22
have eight in possession after
two or more days of hunting.
DOUBLE FEATURE
Also, a restriction on the shipSTARTS AT DUSK
ment of geese makes it possible for a hunter to have in
Two Mules For
his possession after two or
Sister Sara
more days, four Canadas, the
AND
principal goose on the Kentucky hunter's list.

16. The goose season opens
statewide on November 16 and
continues through January 24.
On the Ballard county area the
dates are December 1 through
January 24 with no Sunday or
Christmas Day hunting. The
bag possession limits are five.

fect 400 rating since the center was opened in
1938.

Sunglasses worn in the class- priate writing symbols
room.
Hair rollers worn in the
building
GIRLS
Standard meq's dress shirts
Lengths:
worn as jackets
Regular skirts and dresses—
Excessive use of cosmetics
Maximum height from floor
See through dresses or
when girl is kneeling-10 inblouses without proper under
ches.
garments.
Pants dresses, culottes, etc.,
Sunglasses in the classroom.
— maximum height from floor
Sten girl is kneeling-12 inPOLICY REGARDING
ches.
ABSENTEEISM ...
Girls may wear culottes;
Students are expected to be
they may also wear pant-dress- in attendance each school day
es if the pant-dresses have the during the school year. Fulton
lap-over skirt or plaits.
City School System shares in
Slacks, pants-dresses, skirts, state tax monies dependent upculotte skirts or dresses are on average daily attendance of
permissiible at football and students, and not upon the total
membership. Each time a stubasketball games.
Fringe on the bottom of dent is absent from school, tax
dresses or skirts shall be back- money is taken away from our
school system by the state .. .
ed by fabric.
Blouses must be tucked in totaling several thousand dolunless designed to be worn out- lars each year. Once this money is lost because of absenteeside.
If boys or men's shirts are ism, it can be made up only
FULTON CITY=
worn, they must be tucked in by raising the local tax to
maintain the quality education
(Continued nom Pace one
the skirt.
Both the student and his parHem lines of shirts and to which we are accustomed.
ents or guardian shall be en- blouses are to be neatly finishEven if a student is ill for
titled to appear in person at ed.
part of the school day, he
the hearing after having been
Sweatshirts and football jer- should be in schobl the remaingiven opportunity to testify and seys are acceptable for school
der of the day so that be can
time and place for hearing by sponsored activities and classcounted present for ½ day.
Superintendent and shall be room, provided they are of be
Effective at the beginning of
given opportunity ot testify and proper length and not
worn the 1970-71 school year.
to have counsel present who wrong side out.
When a student is absent for
shall be entitled to participate
Hats, caps, and scarves are more than (3) days (Illness
in the proceedings. The Board
with parents statement) and
of Education shall, on the basis permissible with outfits. (Exof the evidence presented at ample: Girl Scout Week - hats has no doctors statement, he
will
be turned over to the dithe hearing, determine whether may be worn with Girl Scout
rector of pupil personnel for
or not the finding of the princi- Uniforms during this time.)
No jewelry shall be worn in whatever action deemed necestied or rejected, and give its desary to keep the student in
or rejected, and give its de- P. E. or Shop Classes.
school.
cision in writing. A copy of
Unexcused absences will be
ITEMS AND STYLES CONthe written decision shall be
dealt
with under the summary
given to the principal, the stu- SIDERED UNACCEPTABLE
punishment of the prodedural
FOR GIRLS ARE:
dent and parent or guardian
policies.
Jeans,
shorts,
slacks, or
within 30 days.
bloomer dresses in daily school
Section 7: The Board of Eduwear.
cation on the hearing of these
Thongs
matters, will act in a capacity
Metal tips on shoes
similar to a court of law. The
rulings of the Board of Educa- Extremely tight clothing or
low-cut necklines
tion shall be final and shall not
Blouses not tucked unless debe subject to review by any
signed to be worn outside
other administrative body.
(those blocked off at the botANDREWS
Section 8: In any case in
tom)
which the principal's finding
Jewelry Company
Untidy garments and cloththat a pupil should be subject
ing with suggestive or inapproto other punishment is not appealed within the time limit
Provided in Sec. 6.
hereof, such finding shall become final and unappealable
and the punishment thereir
prescribed shall be forthwith
administered and otherwise
become effective.
(Cont1nisr4 jr,nt Page One)
Morrow surrendered to county authorities about an hour
later.
The shooting is said to have
stemmed from a land dispute
between Morrow and George.
George leaves his wife. Mrs.
°Ilene George; four daughters,
Mrs. Vernon Oliver. Nashville,
Mrs. Joan Morton, Fulton,
Miss Brenda Fay George and
Miss Janet George, both at
home: two sons, Doyle Wayne
and Jimmy George, both at
home; a brother, L. C. George,
Hickman; two half-brothers,
James and Charles George,
Sacramento, Calif.: and two
sisters, Mrs. Martha Young,
Denver, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Bolin, Nashville.
Funeral services were conducted Monday by the Chaney
Funeral Home.

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:

I. DRESS
Eight members of the local subjects for special interests.
A student's attitude toward
chapter participated in the acTwenty chapters of 193 ofhimself
and others is manifest
tivities at the Leadership ficers were divided into eight
Training Center August 3 athletic groups for organized in his appearance. Each student
at
Fulton City High is a
through August 7. The group, competitive sports. The highaccompanied by FFA Advisor lights of the sports program representative of the school to
In announcing the duck bag James M. Everett, included included All-Star basketball and others, 'and as such, the school
and possession limits it was Doug Goodman, Randy Adams, softball, track events, and itself will often be judged by
the appearance of its students.
pointed out that the daily limit Max Wilson, Pat Lattus, Larry swimming meets.
may include not more than two Cagle, David Adams,' Jamie
All eight officers of the FulBOYS
woodducks, one canvasback or Alexander and Dan Sheehan. ton County group were
Shirts should be tucked in =awardTexas Across The River
one redhead. The possession
Doug Goodman, president of ed Participation Certificates less they are squared
at the
The season for ducks opens limit may include four wood- the FFA chapter here, has
on December 4 and continues chicks, but only one canvasback been presented the coveted with special presentations to bottom and are styled to be
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
worn over the trousers. All
Doug
Goodman,
Leadership
through January 17 statewide or one redhead. Mallards or Leadership Award at the
cen- Award, Randy Adams, Athletic shirt buttons should be buttonAUGUST 23 - 24 - 25
and for the Ballard Wildlife black ducks, it is pointed
out, ter.
group winner, and David ed with top button of collar
DOUBLE FEATURE
Management area the dates are may make up the entire bag
Goodman was one of thirteen Adams, Hunter Safety Award. optional.
December 4 through January or possession limits.
STARTS AT DUSK
out of 193 officers to receive
Bell bottomed jeans and
the award. The selection is
slacks are acceptable. An apTick .. . Tick ... Tick
based on active participation
propriate belt should be worn
AND
in all phases of the activities at
with trousers at all times.
the center during the week.
Boys hair styles MUST meet
The Man Called
the following standards: The
Selection was made by the
Flintstone
entire eyebrows and the entire
advisors across the state and
ears must be visible. Shirt colother participants. Griodman's
Food stamp participation in and Nutrition service. The
fig- activities included the FFA
lars
shall be visible at the
STARTS WED., AUG. 26
Fulton County has jumped a ures were for the month of Quiz, All-Star B a sketb
nape of the neck and sideburns
all
whopping 87% over last year, June, compared with June Team, and special interest
The search is on for a Mid- shall be approximately at the
Butch Cassidy and
classes of FFA president, Hunt- South
teenager
according to figures released 1969.
with
the ear lobe. Hair styles are to be
Suridance Kid
According to the USDA fig- er's Safety and FFA
exuberance of youth and the neatly combed.
Work.
this week by the USDA Food ures, there
were 614 particiFaces shall be clean, shaven.
desire to mix with upwards of
A junior at Fulton County 700,000 persons.
pants in the Food Stamp proNo jewelry shall be worn in
gram in Fulton County in June High School, Goodman is the
P.
E. or Shop classes.
The lucky one will be Miss
1969, compared to 1,148 in June son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill GoodFootwear and socks must be
Youth
Personality
of
the
1970
1970 . . . a jump of 87 per- man, Route 3.
worn at all times.
cent. The 1970 figure represents
Randy Adams, son of Mr. Mid-South Fair, Sept. 25 Oct.
Football jerseys and other
approximately 10 percent of and Mrs. Richard Adams of 3. She must be a resident of sweatshirts shall be acceptable
the county population, and if the Cayce community, was se- the Mid-South and between the if they are neat and
well-fitting
ages of 14 and 17 (inclusive).
"parcipants"
mean family lected by the local group to
The winner will receive a and are not worn on the wrong
units, aproximately 40 percent run for Camp Council.
side
out.
All shirts and trousers
The morning schedule at the $250.00 wardrobe from the shall be neatly hemmed.
of the families in Fulton County, (figuring 4 to a family).
camp consisted of classes for store of her choice but more
Heavy
outdoor
clothing,
Hickman County showed a each officer on his duties, importantly, will join with Miss jackets and CPO's may
he
jump of 70 percent in the same chapter meetings for the Mid-South as the official hosts worn provided these
items are
period, from 330 in 1969 to 560 group, and special interest for the Mid-South Fair and will removed in the classroom.
in June 1970. By contrast, classes. The special interest attend all official Fair functions, be introduced at myriad
ITEMS AND STYLES CONGraves County, which lists classes
included
beginner
food assistance under the head- swimming. FFA work, photo- shows and meet the entertain- SIDERED UNACCEPTABLE
ment
stars
coming
to
the
Fair.
FOR
BOYS ARE:
ing of "donated foods", show- graphy, electric work, driver
The first alternate will be
Any type of dress shorts
ed a 20 percent drop during the safety, first aid, and water
Thongs
same period. Graves County safety. Hunter safety, fishing awarded a portable TV set and
Shoes without socks
listed 1,063 in June 1969 and techniques, boating skills, and to the second alternate will go
Metal taps on shoes
only 810 in June 1970.
agricultural occupations were a portable radio. All prizes are
courtesy
of
the
sponsoring
Beards, mustaches, and goaThe U. S. Department of also studied by the group.
WHBQ
Radio
and
Television.
tees
Agriculture's food stamp pro- Each camper was allowed two
More than 50 candidates alPendants. beads and neckAvailable Now At Participating Merchants gram aided 206,770 needy perready have entered the contest laces
sons In Kentucky in June.
GOOD LUCK
with the winner to be selected
S-hirttails
This
not tucked in unis
a
64
per cent increase
In Union City.
Miss Jackie Hollie, daughter Sunday, Sept. 27, in the Youth
less designed to be worn outover the 127,204 people receiv- of Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Hollie of Center on the Fairgrounds.
(Shtrttsils cut are acing food stamp coupons in South Fulton,
— JUST ASK FOR THEM! —
will be one of Last year's winner was Debbie side
ceptable for football and basJune 1969. Close to $3.5 million five contestants
in a beauty Collins, a 17-year old Sikeston,
ketball games).
worth of bonus food coupons contest to select
"Miss Gibson Mo. high schooler.
Sweatshirts with inappropriwere distributed, as compared County Electric"
on August 20
Entry blanks are 'havilable ate writings or pictures, muscle
These Tickets Are Good Only On
with $929,601 worth in June of at Trenton.
by writing "Miss Youth Per- shirts, and T-shirts, or sweatlast year, USDA's Food and
sonality Contest", The Mid- shirts with sleeves cut off or
MONDAY, AUGUST 31st.
Nutrition Service reports.
WELCOME BACK
South Fair, Inc.. P. 0. Box worn wrong side out.
In addition, 59,157 needy
Mrs. Ruth Scott has returned 14408, Memphis 38114
or by
Inappropriate military serKentuckians received USDA to Fulton, after a ten
days visit calling the Fair office at 274- vice clothing
donated foods through the food with her daughter,
Mrs. Peggy 9800. Deadline for entering is
Standard dress shirts worn
donation program.
Hussey, in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Sept. 1.
as jackets

County Food Stamp Program
Takes An 87 Percent Jump

Mid South Fair
Announces New
Teen Contest

— AT —
114 Southern Village — South Fulton

3- Pie

Will open Friday, August 21. Formal opening
will be announced ater.
A few lines of ladies' dresses and sportswear to be featured are Thermo-Jac, Howard
Wolf, Dank-1;e, Jack Marsee, Route One, and
Young Edwardian.
A complete line of ladies' ready-to-wear

FOR RIDES AT THE
OBION COUNTY FAIR
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3-pi
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Sale Pi
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and accessories.

Regula
Sale Pi

BE A PROUD
AMERICAN!

FREE

HALF-PRICE TICKETS

218 E
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THE DAISY

Certain Rules And Regulations Concerning Attendance In
Fulton City Schools Grades 7
through 12.
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Regula:
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FREE
American Mg
Lapel Pins

Compliments Of Cable TV
206 Main Street
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THE NEWS =

2 - FOR - ONE SPECIAL!
(One Week Only - Aug. 17 thru 22)

One Ladies Dress
Cleaned At Regular Price
ols
,rn in

Second Dress Cleaned Free

the

dress shirts
cosmetics
-sses or
,per under

4 SHIRTS

99c - Cash and Carry

Happy Day Professional Cleaners
479.2525
Fulton
West Stat• Line
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RED WING
SHOES AND BOOTS SALE
Friday - Saturday, Aurust 21 - 22
Friday Saturday, August 28 - 29
9: a. m. to 5: p.m.

OFF 113 TO 1/2
STOCK

-

KY.

Two

men, one of them wanted for
murder, were killed Wednesda:'
dual* a shootout at a boat
dock on the Blood River section
of Kentucky Lake,
Police identified one of them
as Jackie Boyd, 29, of Callowa:.
County, who was sought in the
shooting death Sunday of anoth.
er Cziloway County man, Eddie
Hargrove, 25.
The other shootout victim
was Luther Charles Hamblin,
53, of Lucasville, Ohio, who was
vacationing at the lake with his
family, police said.
Boyd emerged from weeds,
police said, and demanded the
Hamblin family's car. Police
said Boyd was given the car
but Hamblin's son removed
some items from the vehicle
and a gun battle ensued.

ON ALL
(Many other items on sale also!)

CAMPBELL SHOE REPAIR SHOP

L,_

204 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

WIMia.0.11iliENNEMA AINEM AMMO(AM.1.4 AMID(AM.()

AUGUST SPECIAL

SEE
Our Store-Wide
Back-To-School
SPECIALS!

MORE THAN 4- PLEATS
-Will Be Charged Extra-

0. K. PARISIAN
218 E. State Line

Phone 472-1700

Bay Family Shoe Store
LAKE STREET

FULTON. KY.

•41

ening

portsward
, and

wear

Regular Price
Sale Price

Regular Price
Sale Price

$109.95
$ 88.88

Baby Bed Complete With Mattress
Regular Price
Sale Price

$ 49.95
$ 39.95

Odd Box Springs
Regular Price
Sale Price

$ 99.95
$ 62.50

2 - Piece Spanish Living Room Suite
$239.95
Regular Price
$149.95
Sale Price

3- Piece Table Set
Regular Price

$ 34.50

Sale Price

$ 24.50

Railroad Salvage
Company

Barbecue

Call Us79-9082

ALL BEEF

RAY'S HAMM 25C
Fried Chicken - Pizza - Thick Shakes
Our Lounge Room Opens At 5:00 P. M.

Sunday Open Sp. m.To 8p. m.479-9082
SHOP HERE DURING

Auction Dollar Days
Elmer's School Glue
Reg. 59c,
Children's Lunch Kits
$2.49
With thermos bottle
8
U•U

General Electric Steam
And Dry Iron
20-Inch
BUZZ BIKE

$34.88

FULTON HARDWARE
8-

444011/4.a. CO.

208 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

forIlick•To•SchooLo
HALF
PRICE

SALE OF QUALITY

Boys', Men's
and
Prep Size

PERMANENIE
CASUAL RAC
11 I

;eat
ti0
WW

t*
t
441

talk
"O.

tam
*to ottot.t

,

Boys' Sizes
Regular $5"
NOW

70.0008. T. U. Gas Space Heater
$ 44.50 Regular Price
$ 29.95 Sale Price

Nangahyde Sofa Sleeper
Regular Price
Sale Price

$ 59.95
$ 38.88

7- Piece Dinette Suites

$369.95 Regular Price
$229.95 Sale Price

Bunk Beds Complete With Mattress
Regular Price
Sale Price

5- Piece Dinette Suites

$199.95 Regular Price
$129.95 Sale Price

3- Piece Pecan Bedroom Suite

Traffic accidents have taken
the lives of two area youths and
Lucas left the scene of the acresulted in injuries to several cident and he was not found
by
Other persons.
police who arrived to investi"Freddie"
William Frederick
gate the accident. After the
Stamper. 18, Paducah Rt. 3, other persons had been taken
a
in
killed
Husbands Road, was
to the hospital, residents of the
fiery one-car accident about area heard groaning and found
three miles west of Symsonia at Lucas under a bush on the lawn
2:30 a.m. Saturday.
of the nearby home of Flynn
Mike Posey, 15, son of Charles Powell. They took him to Fulton
Wendell Posey of Union City, Hospital where he was taken to
Tenn. and Mrs. Jim Smith of the emergency room.
Police, in the meantime, had
Chicago, was dead on arrival
at the Fulton Hospital following been conducting a search for the
a two-car collision inside the driver of the car. They reportFulton City limits at 12:05 a.m. edly brought to the hospital one
man with head injuries who was
Saturday.
later found to have been inStamper, the son of Mr. and
volved in a fight.
Mrs. Robert H. Stamper of PaBoth cars had extensive damducah Rt. 3, was one of four
age.
persons in the automobile. State
troopers reported the driver apparently lost control of the vehicle, and it left the County Line
Road 2.7 miles west of Symsonia
near the Graves County line and
110 VOLT ELECTRIC
caught fire.
Stamper was a passenger In
the car which overturned after
leaving the road.
The driver was Victor Edward
Phillips, 19, Paducah Rt. 3. The
two other passengers were
Janice Coleman, 13, 916 Adams
St., and Ethel Elaine Adams,
17, 1041 Jefferson St., both of
Paducah.
All three were admitted for
gal.
injuries and burns to Lourdes
Hospital
OIL OR LATEX
Phillips' condition was listed
as satisfactory Saturday after-WE MAKE KEYS noon. Miss Adams also was
listed in satisfactory condition.
Stamper was a graduate of St.
Mary High School, and was attending Tilghman Trade School
at the time of his death.
Authorities reported Posey sufLake it - Fulton, Ky.
fered a broken neck in the Fularasamer.
e
ton accident.
He was a passenger in an automobile driven by Claude
Lucas, 30, of Indianapolis, Ind.
Another youth also was a passenger In the Lucas car. He was
identified as Greg Johnson, 15,
on of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Johnson of Union City.
Posey was pinned in the
wreckage of the car, officials
said, and a wrecker had to be
employed to free his body.
Fulton City police said
charges of negligent homicide
have been placed against Lucas, whose address is listed as
5504 W. Ohio Street, Indianapolis.
City partolmen Joe Newberg
and Horace Stephens were called to the scene to investigate
the accident.
Johnson told police that he
arid Posey had gone for a ride
with Lucas. He did not know
Lucas, but Posey did, Johnson
said.
Lucas is reported to have suffered serious injuries in the accident. He was admitted to the
Fulton Hospital with serious
chest Injuries, according to officials.
Johnson had bruises and
scratches, but he was not hospitalized.
The couple in the car struck
by Lucas were Terry DeFreece,
19, of Fulton Rt. 5, and Miss
Debbie Beasley, of Clinton Rt. 1,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Beasley.
DeFreece was not injured, but
Miss Beasley was hospitalized
with lacerations of the forehead.
According to reports of the accident, Lucas was driving at a

Ray's

Barn Paint $2.99

AtIQUIT OVAPAINI
3- Piece Spanish Bedroom Suite

high rate of speed and lost control of his car as he was headed
east toward Fulton on U.S. 51
inside the Fulton city limits. The
car struck the DeFreece automobile as it was traveling west
toward Derby. The cars were
just west of the overhead bridge
on U.S. 51, reports showed.

FENCE
CONTROLS
only $14.95 ea.

59c

Plain Skirts

1 tvo Area
Youths Die
In Mishaps

FARMERS!

AUGUST 17 THRU 31

Laundry And Cleaners
rs Al:

Two Men Killed
Shootout
InMURRAY,
FULTON, Ky.. Aug. 14-Mr.

The Pucketts
Entertained

and Mrs. Carl Puckett Jr., and
son, Phil, of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.. former Fulton residents,
were guests of honor at a dinner Tuesday evening at Me
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Jewell, Carr Street.
Sunday morning they were
honored at a breakfast at the
home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Puckett Sr., at their
home on the Union City Highway.
The Pucketts left Thursday for
their home after a week's visit
in Fulton with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Puckett Sr., and
Mrs. Neal Ward of South Fulton, and _other relatives.

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20. 1970

1. L LTON. KENTUCKY

$269.95
$175.00

$162.50
$126.00

Slightly Used Hoover Apt. Washer
Regular Price
Sale Price

WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
both new and used Shot.
Guns, Rifles, Pistols,

mir rill •

al% Decree padyeeter45%
Mee 1110111 50% Nue C Polyester50% raga bleed, the sear used
baba Coifed d voewlfed ad.
a will, seared lop. Selida, plaids
sal 111•1116 ka yea, bias, geld,
Mak, way sod bona fire 6
• 1.TM

$159.95
$ 79.95
Complete gunsmith service:
we clean and repair any
gun made.

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

AB Shotgun & Rifle
Shells Wholesale, By
The Case.

114 Lake St,

Fulton, Ky_w

dor Sporting Goods
L alder Nom Upshars
Fulton. Ky.
AIM

$350

PREP SIZES
Regular
$6.95
NOW

Sone mieladelle and Wore ea &seabed
awe. Said as Ireelos. Illeee 241.12.

MEN'S SIZES
Values
to $7.95
NOW

Sone netedele, mien moll dyke es ihr
boys' style. sank Nal a baba
lbw 24 215.

FULTON. KY.

Fulton, Ky.
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BEGINNING TODAY WEDNESDAY /
THROUGH SATURDAY AUG. 29th!

Fulton, Ky

Low
Bon•

FULTON, K
as, superinteni
schools, annot
on the neW.,
School build ii
around Sept. 1
The Fulton
voted unaninu
low bid by
Burnette, Inc.
the •I30,000 Sc
Johnston, H
Inc. offered an
rate of 7.0229

•

HMI 1

SUM

This is your BIG CHANCE to
bid on $500.00 WORTH OF
VALUABLE MERCHANDISE
at PUBLIC AUCTION on
SATURDAY. AUGUST 29.

August 19 thru August 29
in Fulton and South Fulton

133 AND G1
Boaz Rt. 2, I
stand and Si
grandfather
stands on• F
growth of fry

START NOW-COLLECTING YOUR AUCTION DOLLARS

FOR

TENN
WILDFI
1101

HERE 'S ALL YOU DO

MURREL
311 Hob

South Ful
When you make a purchase at one of the Auction-Dollar
stores below, you'll receive an Auction Dollar for each dollar
that you spend, whether on credit or cash.

'
cePso

--1Mt1.4.., 4
copy,"

'tht

1959 —'naetor.

Accumulgte your Auction Dollars for chances to bid on
hundreds of dolars in merchandise when the Auction is held.
The maximum number of Auction Dollars you will receive on
a single purchase is $100.

The Auction will be held at 5:00 p. m., Saturday. August 29
at the LAKE ST. BANDSTAND. You will get an opportunity
to take your Auction Dollars and bid on FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS Worth of valuable merchandise being auctioned off.
If you have been waiting to make a purchase, do so now,
and use your AUCTION DOLLARS to get a bonus gift.

•F:

••••

THU. - FP

EGORY •
PECK
THE STALK
—PL

BILL GRAY, AUCTIONEER

DaY

Get Your Auction Dollars From - - SHOP AT THE STORE

Andrews Jewelry Store

"With
Get I
Sun.. Smith
Mon. illiam

•

Kasnow's

ON THE DOOR—

Bay Family Shoe Store

Fulton Bank
Fulton Discount Center

THEY HAVE AUC-

Ben Franklin Store

Fulton Hdwe.& Furn.

National Store

TION DOLLARS!

Budget Shop

Fulton Paint & Glass

Noffel's Dept. Store

City Drug Store

Gilbert's Grocery

Railroad Salvage Store

City Tire Co.

Goodyear Service Store

Sears Roebuck & Co.

City National Bank

Graham Furni. Store

Southside Drug Stare

Clarice Shop

K. Homra Store

Twin City Furni. Store

Dimeco Variety Store

Jack & Jill Shop

Wade Furniture Store

Dotty Shop

E. W. James & Sons

P. N. Weaks Sons Store

Evans Drug Store

Joy Lynn Flower Shop

Western Auto Store

WITH THE RED TAG

Leader Store

y make tit
WSW ODOM I

NESS
HENRY

THE CHEYEN
SHIRLE
9JE AtIE

(All artwork except money
(C) Metro Associated
Services, Inc.)

SID OP) WM.'"

SUN
'Epic batti

RICHA
GENE
THE 1
itritte
IN

A I
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Louisville Firm's
Bontl Bid Is Accepted

STORE HOURS••

FULTON, Ky., Charles ThomHschool bonds. It was reportedly
as, superintendent of Fulton City the lowest rate school bonds
schools, announced construction have sold in Kentucky in some
on the netv.Ful,ton City High time.
The only other bidder was
School building should begin
Stein Brothers and Boyce, alsc
around Sept. I.
of Louisville, who offered or
The Fulton City Commission average interest rate of 7.091614
voted unanimously to accept a per cent.
low bid by Johnston, Brown, The bids were offered in an
Burnette, Inc. of Louisville on adjourned session of the Fulton
the $960,000 school bond issue. City Commission, with
members
Johnston, Brown, Buntette, of the Fulton City Board of EduInc. offered an average interest cation* and several visitors atrate of 7.0229 per cent on the tending.

CECIL'S

SUNDAY
9 am. - 7 pm.
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.-8 pm.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
8 am. - 9 pm.

4

Gott Stst,t,e,

We Reserve The Right To Limit Ouanties

89on
tynt
su
SUG
AR
CATsu 3
ICNIC
PEACHES 3 BAC
PIC
NICS
POTATOES
EA 55 HAMBURGER
OIL NK
DRI
29 ROAST
WITH COUPON
G
5 OlbD.CHAU_X

.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED
WHOLE
LB.

LB.

19C or

South Fulton
Tonne=

1

PHUNT'S

B
20 oz.LESI

SMOKED
6-8 lb.
AVG.
LB.

49t

DEL MONTE

N sTiscsELDIBRINDTYLB.8
LESS

NO 2 1/2
CANS

y

HALVES

GARDEN DELIGHT
FROZEN
2 lb.
FRENCH
BAG
FRIED

to

Fresh Shoulder

24 oz.

CRISCO

SE

Bottle

WAGNERS ORANGE

9.

133 AND GROWING—Mrs. lizzieburr Tharp (seated), 78,
Boaz RL 2, and Mrs. Ora Pearson, 70, Fancy Farm Rt. 1,
wand and sit in front of the pear tree planted by their
grandfather and great-grandfather in 1837. The tree, which
stands on a Hickman County hillside, will yield another year's
growth of fruit late this summer.

PIES

Pear Tree
FOR SALE In Hickman
TENNESSEE
Now 133
WILDFLOWER
HONEY

FANCY FARM, Ky.,
A pear tree located near Highway 307 on Fancy Farm Rt. 1
In Hickman County weathered
through the past winter and reMURRELL ALLEN cently attained its 133rd year of
growth.
311 Holmes Street
The tree was planted in 1837
by the grandfather and greatSouth Fulton, Tenn. grandfather of Mrs. Tizzieburr
Tharp, 78, Boaz Rt. 2, and Mrs.
,
Ora Pearson, 70, Fancy Farrr
Rt. 1. As it stands now on the
farm of the late Bennie Hughes,
I
I Rivi
it is approximately 25 feet tal.
and the trunk is about 26 inches
•,
,A•
in diameter.
The branches near the top of
THU. - FRI. - SAT.
GORY • EVA MARIE the tree are laden with pears
which will ripen late in the sumPECK
SAINT
mer.
THE-iTALKIt — OON With the average fruit-bearing
life expectancy of a pear tree
— P-L-U-S —
being approximately 15 to 20
years, this 133-year-old tree is
(-lite ;he exception.

Day Brian Kati
"With SixYou
Get Eggroll"

His Wife
Wasn't Happy

•

HONOLULU
— Allen C
Wilcox Jr., president of Alexan.
der & Baldwin, says his wife
wasn't happy over his firm's de.
elision to take Its subsidiary,
Matson Navigation Co., out of
the Pacific cruise business,
"She was planning a cruise in
October" Wilcox said Friday.
"I hadn t told her we were sell.
log the ships."

0
len mottial maw

; vt062

RATON
A

4
NOW SHOWING
Thru SATURDAY

ey make their own laws at"The Cheyenne Social anli
MU ACM MUM

25c

HORMEL WITH BEANS

sue ME LVIGOO9
MOP]NOMPILIII.MENIBIEF

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
'Epic battle of the sexes"-vinceni Canby, N.Y. Times

RICHARD BURTON
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD
as HENRY VIII

as ANNE BOLEYN

IN THE

HAL WALUS

PRODUCTION

Arme tke4ousailS Deyg ror
A

UNIVERSAL PICTURE

.—

•

iooz si 49

FOLGERS

CHILI 3
COFFEE
49t
VINEGAR
MEAT
690Pam
FAB
15 1/2 oz.
CAN

ALTON

KELLY'S

JAR

GT.
SIZE

HI C

First Cut
Lb.

12 oz.
CAN

49c

590
59

PIES
MORTON
8 oz. SI
PKG.

MEAT

SMOKED

JOWLS LB39e
sAusAGEmlobrso.re490
BY THE
PIECE,
2

49 CUTLETS 79C
$1 COCKTAIL 4 HENS 49
HOLIDAY

SAVE 20C

DETERGENT

FRESH
GROUND
3 lbs. or
MORE

COUNTRY STYLE

Luncheon

101 OZ
JUG

SWEET

DEL MONTE

ORANGE Oa

Pork

QT.

lb.

FRUIT

BAKING

303
can

46 oz.
JCAN

DRINK
FLOUR 251B-BAG11 BISCUITS
LEO Purex
GROAillE

db 1E89

1

5-7 lb.
AVERAGE
LB.

$

Puffin
Ballard
Pillsbury
8 oz. ea

0

Armour
12 oz

FRANKS
SHELLS
MIX
pkg.

35c
5
59t
CEERG
3
3(A SAUSAGE 79 ttucEIL=E250
Butter
35
ONIONS 3BiAbGs.
25t
FOIL
TOWELS
Ns 39t
39
SAUCE
PET RITES PIE

BLEACH

YELLOW
SOLIDS

Duncan Hines Cake

PKG. OF
2
ea.

GAL.

LBS S
i

0
0

19 oz.
BOX
EA.

ARMOUR VIENNA

JIFF PEANUT

5 oz.
CANS

25 ft.
ROLL

YELLOW

SCOTT PAPER

-DIAMOND ALUMINUM

THE CHEYENNE SOCIAL CWB
SHIRLEY JONES

lb. 59c
BREAST
lb. 55c
THIGHS
lb. 55c
LEGS
lb. 29c
WINGS
lb. 19c
BACKS & NECKS
Fresh
Fresh
LIVER lb.89c GIZZARD lb. 39c

ROLL
PK.

12 oz.
Jar

JAMES STEWART
HENRY FONDA

— CHICKEN PARTS —

CHARMIN
45

14 1/2 oz.
ea.

lb

U.S. CHOICE
CHUCK

Tissue

BAKE MASTER alk

Sun. - Mon. - Tue. - Wed.
illiam Smith

1031.LIk

MORTON
CREAM

39:

11
for $

JUMBO
ROLL

EACH

SACRAMENTO TOMATO

11

•

Doz

6 1/2-oz.
CAN

8C". IAN
-.Nemirow.
LIBERTY COUPON

Godchaux
SUGAR Sib. 19c or 10 lb. 89c
With this coupon & $5.00 addit.
purchase. Excl. milk & tobacco
products.
(Void 'ow August 73, 1970)

INSKI
N
MO
THE
L

CHICKEN of the SEA

LIBERTY COUPON
IDetergent
COLD POWER 20-oz. box 19c
Without Coupon 37c (Save 18c)
Reg. Size
(Void After August 25, 1970)

Imirrowor
LIBERTY COUPON

LIBERTY COUPON
Luzianne
TEA

100 count box
(Save 20c)

(Void After August 25, 19701

79c

Palmolive Liquid
DETERGENT 22-cm. bottle 39c
without coupon 65c (Save 26c)
you must have $10.00 purchase for sugar
and stamps.
(Void After August 25, 1970)

,
12.4

-4041••••••••.
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Vickie May-hall Announces
Completed Wedding Plans
South Fulton Baptist Church
will be the setting Friday, Sep'
tember 4, at 7 o'clock in the
evening for the marriage of Miss

Vickie Mayhall and Johnny Lucy.
Completed plans for the wedding
are told today by the bride,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. cal-

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

PUBLIC AUCTION
SAT. AUG. 22, 10:00 A. M., 1970
Mi. Pelia, Tennessee
Rain Cr Shine — Lunch Will Be Served
SALE will be held at the house in Mt. Pelia on the South Side
of Blacktop. Only 6 miles west of Martin it 6 miles east of Rives.

— SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE —

Yin Mayhall of Route 5, South
Fulton. The bridegroom is the
son of Mrs. Nela Lucy of South
Fulton and the late James F.
Lucy.
The Hey. Gerald Stow will
officiate at the double ring ceremony and nuptial music will be
presented by Mrs. Jahn Palmer
of Cookeville, vocalist, and Miss
Joy Jobe of South Fulton, organist.
To be given in marriage by
her father, the bride has chosen
Miss Bobbie Huffine of South
Fulton as her maid of honor.
Mrs. Janis Halley of Mayfield,
a cousin of the bride, will serve
as bridesmaid.
James Lucy of Fulton will
serve his brother as best man.
Eddie Malray of South Fulton,
brother-in-law of t I e bridegroom, w I 1 I be groomsman.
Charles 'Sonny' Shephard Jr.
of Union City, a nephew of the
bridegroom, and Leonard Finch
of Martin, a cousin of the bride,
will
Litt
beteush
cerd
fos.
Smith of Union
City, a cousiny of the bride,
will
beoutheof
girl and oJerry
Jfe rthe
Lucy
nFouwletorn, nephew
bridegroom, will be ringbearer,
The parents of the bride will
feenitleorwta
shinipw ihtha na roefcegetonchtno rthte
h

Adams-Medlin Wedding
Planned For August 30

Australian Drought
Hurts Cane Harvest
CANBERRA — Australia, the
world's mast extensively mechanized sugar-producing country,
suffered a sharp decline in raw-

Fulton, Ky.
sugar output last year because
of drought. The cane harvest
was 15.53 million long tons, the
lowest since 1965 and 16 per cent
under the 1968 recant of 18.41
million.

Cocoa Output Triples
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast
production in the Ivory
has tripled since 1960 and nip.:
is the country's third export-earnev—after coffee and timber,-

BAY EAUX,
th<filessin area
ont414he mot
ofInce. Near
str.
of bead
ini-Laurei
to
cried betweer
which
cli
Artelnanches
1stc.
t But wh,
ch cicristic o
this iver Aur
thgh Bayeat
Channel
to
oher the
alcle:_ the cliffs
pa Niles and ,
se‹n the dis
spit*of the Bat
evit3t:as that a
likEayeaux i
raviElles of wa
be4Orn sheddir
Chi:I/Manny ore
anfor many t
Straus is II
Baffilux Tapes
_

Combs Calls For
Regional Unit
For Environment

— PERSONAL PROPERTY —

COVINGTON, Ky.
—Former Gov. Bert T. Combs urged
Thursday night that a southeastern states regional commission
be established to solve environmental problems.
Combs, a Democratic candidate for his party's 1971 gubernatorial nomination and a former federal judge, said that
MISS PATS
while only eight per cent of the
Miss Patsy Gail Adams arvi
waterways of the southeastern
states are considered polluted, James Lee Medlin have set August 30th as their wedding date.
the region is rapidly "catching Announcemen
t of the couple's
up" with other areas of the na- engagement
and approaching
MRS. SADIE BRUCE, Administrator for
tion.
marriage is made today by the
KATHALEEN TANNER Estate. 161 Exchange Combs, who made the state- bride-elect's
parents, Mr. and
St., PHONE 885-3188 or ALEXANDER AUC- ment to a Covington civic club, Mrs. John Adams of Route 2,
Fulton. The bridegroomTION & REALTY SALES — Marvin E. Alex- said the commission would be South
to-be is the son of Mrs. Lee
ander, Auctioneer—Office: First Federal Bldg. made up of southern governors Medlin of 615 East Main
a director appointed by Street, Union City, and the late
MARTIN, TENN. — Phone: Office 587-4722 and
President Nixon.
Mr. Medlin.
Night: 587-4568.
Miss Adams was an honor
graduate this spring from South
Tornadoes have killed 196 Fulton High School where she
Kentuckians since 1916.
was a member of the Beta Club,
the annual and paper staffs, Letter Club and Theta Sigma Epsilon, English Club. She was a
cheerleader for six years,serving as co-captain her junior and
senior years.
Grandparents of the future
bride are Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Adams of South Fulton and Mrs.
Comer of Paris and the late
Mr. Corner.
The prospective bridegrooip
graduated from Union City nigh
School and attended the United
Electronics Institute in Louisville, Ky., and the University
of Tennessee at Martin. He now
Is serving as an airman first
class at Offutt Air Force Base,
SALL WILL BE HELD ON TIE FARM 1-1/4 MILE NEST OF NT. PELIA ON THE RIVES A MT, PELIA BLACKTOP. NT. PELIA IS HALF
Omaha, Neb. While in high school
WAY BETWEEN MARTIN AND RIVES, TENNESSEE.

Dairy Cattle - Farming Equipment
MAKE PLANS NOW TO ATTEND

LE

WALTER HUNDLEY
FARMS
MT. PELIA TENNESSEE

TUESDAY, AUGUST 25th, 9:30 A.M., 1970
SALE ENDER TENT - LUNCH WILL BE SERVED

SELLING DUE TO OTHER BUSINESS INTERESTS """=.111"""
FARMING EQUIPMENT

NEW FOX CLAIM CUTTER

mars Noelor has Nome to., nod)

Tractors & Trucks
MOS JOHN
, Ni Ild.
NW JOIN DEIRL lied. lorldo eft, 0.45
MASSIE
SON LS - 1.1114 dro.
DIESEL
A-JOIN DEERE
CIIIVROLIT PICK UP, US TON, 4 SPEED
FORD le TON, HOIST BID

JOHN DEERE 21.11 CHUCKWAGON (Noel
JOHN DEERE US CHUCKNAGON
CHEVROLET ITCH TRUCK Mir Coed.. S 'Wed Mode.
sole, oildwdel modal roam & met rodeo. 14' lel, Saddle Wks
JOHN
MOE MOWER. /', No. I
JOIN MINI A-II DISC
JOHN DEERE I BOTTOM PLOW
JOHN DEERE 4 BOTTOM FUS PLOW
JOHN DEERE MANURE SPREADER
NEW HOLLAND HAY CUTTER-CONDMONER & WINDROWER
(1 yew old)
NEW HOLLAND HAS
- NEVI HOLLAND NAY RAKE
AC. id0-111111ULLDOZER. mly les an. Moos moirliaol.
(OMO Enloe - Trams aro dood, OWE Moo wood lo 4 rn.
loft otoorlad Med oel)
FORD 4 ROVI CULTI

FREIMAN FRONT END HYDROLIC LOADER
JOIN MERE SLAIN DRILL,(Noe liii eld. II
JOIN ORERE CORN
R. In.. MEL MIA)
NEW POST HOLE DIGGER

Shop Equipment

DAVID BRAOLIIY TRAILER
- MISCELLANEOUS
•
CONCRETE BLOCKS. NEW STEEL
ROOFING, PLASTIC PIPS & NOSE, NEW OATH
na, GAS DRUMM, I OTCLINDERL Of GALLON
DIESEL OIL, NEW DELCO NATTERY E-111146 Y 71

TWENTIETH CENTURY NATTERY
A WELDER (184 amp)
AIR COMPRESSOR, 3/4 Hp Mow
MoCULLOUGH 2 NAN CHAIN SAW
KING GRINDER AND STAND
CHAIN HOIST, IMPACT WRENCH, AIR TANK,
BENCH Viii. B. A D. SKILL SAVA TOOL
MOUE DRILL, ALL KINDS OF NIP EQUIPIIENT
AND SUPPLIES

- ROTC TIM FAIN IS FOR LEM, IF INT EEEEEE D
CONTACT OWNER OR TIE AUCTIONEER.

JOHN
MODEL 1111 BLOWER
1 yew Md. 44 NP. Elooftic Mote

170 High Grade Holsteins
Sell in Complete Dispersion

3816 lbs. OF QUOTA
MILKING EQUIPMENT

IS MILK COM - C SPONGING
MOYERS
ZIRD STAINLOS STEIL IOW GAL. TANK
SI OM NEWER@(READY TO
BREED)
ZERO STAINLESS STEIL CO GAL TANK
1 YOUNG swans - MOWED.
NULL I yr old la Nor.
DE-LAVAL VACIIIINI PUMP IN.. 77-31M MS
ROUTINE BOLL. 1 TI old I. Ifoo,
SIM MOE
DI-LAVAL PIPELINE - S 0I-LAVAL MILKING UNITS
ANUS BULL. 1 m Md IN Jmio
NITROGEN BRIRDINS TANK
Mug AIM LAW TYPE NOLSTONS
A WOULD BE AN
2 CALF FEEDERS(mod Alit - CREEP P11011
*51ST 19 YOUR NIRO. APPROX.LS
NEM) AM IN
STOCK SPRAY, REFRIGERATOR, GAS NEATER,
PROMICITION NOR SOME INU,II OUT
FOR QUOTA
TOL N AMIN Teel SALE
AUTOMATIC CALF FIEDER, MANY MANY OTNER ITOIL
All. no.
PRI-AUCTION INSPICTION M INVITED. INDIVIDUAL HEALTH CIRTFICATES ON UCH ANIMAL
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

Jack Pearson, Operator,
Mrs. Lorene Hundley, Owner
PHONE 346-2476 OR

MS OILMAN ST., GRANITE CITY, ILL, PH. N1'2411-2432, OFF. 1111,87/-msa, HONE 1177-MM

ALEXANDER AUCTION St REALTY SALES
MARVIN E.
ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

OFFICE: FIRST FEDERAL BLDG.
MARTIN, TENNESSEE

PHONE: OFFICE 5874722
NIGHT: 581-4501

- PROFESIJONALIZED SALES SERVICE -

dASSIF

if your sports aren't round,
they're square!

Mr. Miller said an "Americanism" theme will be carried
out and that all persons entering the grounds will receive
a
lapel button American flag,Presanted by the VFW.
Fair Vice-President
Garrigan introduced all Hugh
workers and guests and fair
said
merchants tickets will
er be used as a basis no longfor
night-.
ly drawings. He said
numbers
drawings will come from for
fair
tickets,

Round is the only shape for sports to be in today! The
sole should wrap clear around, showing a bit extended.
Even the toe and heel should show a bit of curve.
N. Cutout for two straps. In Navy, Brown. Tan, Rose or
Black sunnyside crushed leather uppers,
B. Strapped and buckled with a belt-type latch. In
Navy, Reddish Brown, Beige, Black, Red or White
crinkle patent uppers,

411, ADAMS
he was a member f the
Key
Club, Letter Club and InstributatIve Education Club of
America, and served as rtw-cwp.
lain of the football team.
He is the grandson of George
Dalrymple of Union City and
the late Mrs. Dalrymple and of
James White of San Angelo,
Tex., and the late Mr. and
Mrs. B.F. Medlin of Trimble.
The couple will exchange
their vows at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon in the South Fulton
Baptist Church.

Bay Family Shoe Store
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

DICTIONARY
Reg. $1.95
$1.00

Fair's Goal
Is 100,000
"Our fair, which already LS
the biggest county fair in the
state of Tennessee, hopes to
attract 100,000people this year,"
Fair President Jim Nippy Jr.
told fair officials and workers
Thursday night during the annual appreciation dinner for fair
workers held at Bluebank Restaurnt.
Some 129 persons turned out
for the ham, fish and chicken
dinner and to hear fair officials give them a preview of what
to expect wnen the fair opens its
doors on Aug. 31st,
Mr. Hippy said the Obion County Fair is the only one in the
state which does not charge for
parking or for special events.
"The only thing a person has
to spend money for, at our fair
Is his ticket; their are no extra charges for the nightly
events," the president said.
Mr. Hippy then told officials
and workers that such charges
may have to come In the future
If the price-rice spiral is not
checked.
"It is unbelievable but last
year the Obion County Fair came
out with less profit than did any
of the clubs which operated concession stands at the fair," he
said.
Mr. Nippy listed the principal
need of the fair as a livestock
building and said all efforts are
now going forward in this area
with hopes that such a structure can be built within the next
few years.
Telling of some of the new
events of this year's fair Fair
Manager
Hunter Miller ran
through the schedule of events,
pointing out that something will
be going on at the fair from ti
a.m. until 9 p.m. He listed the
tractor pull as one of the new
features and than invited fairgoers to attend Obion County's
new museum which will open its
doors on Aug. 31 also.

Beat.
:S.,,sy seams
-4•-•

2 Acres of Land improved with 5 Room Frame House with 2
bedrooms, large livirsgroom, separate dining room, kitchen with
dinette area, bath, enclosed porch on back side and open front
porch. This home is in a good state of repair.lt has hardwood following the
ceremony.
floors, storm windows and doors, and gas heat, water supply is
All friends and relatives are
from the Mt. Pelia Community Well, It has a detached garage, cordially invited to attend.
combination block and wood storage building and large stock
barn, It has a beautiful shady setting.
TERMS-2V', Cash the day of sale balance on delivery of deed
within 45 days of :ale.
Either a 59 Ford or 64 Rambler, oak writing desk, mahogany
lamp table, couch, RCA television like new 4 rocking chairs,
desk, small tables, set of Pacific 8 Homer--Laughlin china,
rugs, platform rockers, gold picture frames 8 mirror, set of
silverware, dining table & buffet, refrigerator, kitchen cabinet,
gas cook stove, twin beds (box springs 8. mattresses), sewing
machine, maple bedroom suite, 4 dining chairs, electric fans,
Arvin radio, floor polisher, vacuum cleaner, chest type deep
freeze (nice), oak quilt box, wardrobe, mirrors, lamps, oil lamp,
garden tiller, lawn mower, glass top jars, washing machine,
Tubs, churn, all cooking utensils, other items too numerous to
mention, — For more information contact —

Norn

Permanent Press — Long Sleeves
NEW FALL COLORS

$2.99 and $3.99
Wheels II

MEN'S STRIPED
YOUNG MEN'S

BELL BOTTOM SLACKS

DRESS JEANS
Solids,

50% Polyester, 50
(
(
7 Cotton
Permanent Press, Sizes 28 to 36

Stripes and Plaids

$4.99

$4.99

Solids, Stripes and Plaids

BOY'S CPO JACKETS
Sizes 5 to 18

Lined
Unlined

$2.99 and $3.99
LONG SLEEVE

$ 7.99
$ 6.99

BOY'S SPORT SHIRTS

BOY'S SWEATERS

$1.99

$3.99

Solids, Stripes and Plaids

MEN'S CPO JACKETS

Lined
Unlined

$ 8.99
$14.99

Just Arrived!
Wool — Corduroy — Nylon
EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

A'

;AT. Al

MRS. ELLE
Latham, To
Tian Road_ a
Teems: Cast
MRS. EDW
Drisden, Ti
LEY - Asa
mmiemsuoim

Sizes 8 to 16
Cardigans and Pull-Overs

CARDIGANS! PULL-OVERS!

Was
1951? If in
coiirered
maps poliq
Aajent. To
animamms.

MEN'S SWEATERS
Good
Selection of Colon
and Patterns!

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

MEN'S WINTER JACKETS

blies - P

C. Rubert A

OTHERS, $3.99

BOY'S DRESS JEANS

"tyTi
101 W. sta

OPPI
The I

$5.99 to $10.99

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

and South
operators.
in petion,1
South Full
Ky. plant
We ere

Fulton, Ky.
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Normandy Beaches
Beauty and Sadness
10110011 U INAMISIR011
.
11/.I
. NEAUX, France: Here in
thelikssin area of Normandy is
on
-the most beautiful parts
nee. Near here is the long
of
str
of beach from Colleville
int-Laurent and Vierville,
to
cr
d between the high grassy
which extend front
eli
ArRinanches to the Bay of
IA But what is even more
eh eteristic of the Bessin is
Ent. iver Aure, which flows
thgh Bayeaux in its course
to Ste Channel coast.
Vitether the tourist wanders
the cliffs or through the
at
pa(
*es and valleys, he can
sce.iin the distance the three
spit* of the Bayeaux cathedral,
eve'as that cathedral, spared
likiellayeaux itself from the
rases of war, has been a
beagir shedding the light of
Chithilianity over Lower Normanc€Zifor many centuries.
Al*eaux is the home of the
Baillaux Tapestries, a unique

SiavIUCIL .
thr so LITTLE...
Ei**********
(itily 5 per word
to reach
i6,500 Homes
-:.7111TON's Rabbit and live
bait,l'arm; red worms, Afric .aniiiight crawlers, crickets.
Haltaille from city limits,
Makield Highway, Fulton, Ky.
Phi* 472-330.
TAIT Wheelchairs. crutches
andLAther convalescent aids at
CITZ SUPER DRUG 408 bake
Fulton, Ky.
St
WAITRESS WANTED: Must
be etiler 21 years old; some exPeril:pee in restaurant and
lout* service. Apply
RAY: HUNTER phone 479-9012
WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Sully families in your area
wi Rawleigh Products. Earn
SW:weekly part time—more
full:time. Contact Milton Babcock, Rawleigh Freeport,
Phi* 815-232-4161.

'WANTED!
dire "ANL iiniare Tires
)) '
.1*

115LIVI
AHI
I

TIRE
.S
I
:

1

TRUE?)

i

theels Balanced /

WI,,.S ALIG
City Tire Co
lit W. State Line
S. buss - Ph. 4794741
F

heritage ot Anglo-Norman art
housed in a convenient museum
which attracts thousands of visitors from the world over.
Bayeaux is only a few miles
front the Normandy beaches,
where the Allies stormed ashore
on June 6, 1944, "the longest
day" that signalled the ultimate
victory over the Nazis.
A beautiful, yet sad, sight is
that of the thousands of grave
markers in the American cemetery at Colleville-St. Laurent.
The sea is blue and peaceful,
the sandy beach a restful spot
... and the cemetery itself
wonderfully maintained, with
the greenest grassand the brightest flowers
. and everywhere
are memories of gallant men who
fought and died to wrench this
bit of soil—and all of Europe—
front Hitler's hated rule. The
visitor to France by all means
should include Normandy, and
its beaches, on his itinerary.
When you travel, you need
worldwide theft protection, the
Allstate Motor Club reminds
you. The same policy that protects your home belongings will
provide coverage when you
travel. Be sure to ask your
agent!
•••

FULLY COOKED

THREE DIAMOND

Sliced Pineapple

a

4

3-LB. PKG. OR MORE

Chickens
Ground Beef _3 LB.
LEAN

SUPER RIGHT

PKG. OR MORE LB.

7-RIB PORTION

Pork Roast
Cod Fillets
Pork Sausage

LB

58C

All-Meat Wieners

5(4

FIRST CUT

LB69C

Pork Chops

PRIME CUT

SUPER-RIGHT

CAMPBELL'S

1
0
2
.
6

BEAN WITH BACON
VEGETABLE
CREAM OF MUSHROOM
VEGETARIAN VEGETABLE

FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Rock groups are now looking
worse than they sound, if such
is possible... San Fancisco graffiti: Down with midis, up with
minis.
—Don I. Frankel.
• ••

FREE HINT:Those considering shade trees might consider
thc "Bradford Pear" tree. Despite its name, it bears no fruit.
But it will grow almost anywhere
in the United States. It has soft,
white blossoms in spring and
glossy, green leaves in summer.
They turn gold in autumn. The
tree's well-shaped limbs make
it attractive even in winter.
— National Observer.

99c

FRESH WHOLE FRYING

THE FUNNY PAPERS
All expectant mothers must
be under the car of their own
physicians.
—Syracuse Post-Standard.
Both young men are 76 and
each contributed mightily to the
Miracle of Flushing Bay.
—New York Post.
•• •

GENE GEMS: I'm studying
to be a plumber and I'm improving by leaks and bounds....
Common sense isn't common
enough anymore....If as a musician you don't succeed. Hi-Fi
—Gene Gasiorowski
again.
•••

20-0Z. CANS

CANS

Cantaloupes
Green Cabbage
Eggplants
Cucumbers

FOR

2

FOR

ONME)ScLL
Fab Defergeet
C 49-0Z. BOX

Folgers Coffee
1-LB. CAN

59C

89(
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., Aug. 22
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
164
CASH V
OA
oLus
UE 20 0
0

EAGER BEAVER: No matter
what in the world you may do,
there is always someone around
who will be quick to say they
always suspected you Would if
you could
success in the business world depends on a man's
getting along with some people
and getting ahead of the others.
— Wilfred Beaver.

With This Coupon
)
Good Only At A & P Food Stores.---.
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Expires Sat., Aug 22
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

(.1 AIVVV
BATHROOM TISSUE

JANE PARKER

Apple pies

MIS19991061,1S
Ken-L-Ration
DOG FOOD en
15-0Z. CANS
y
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Storm
Coupon Expires Sat., A LI g. 11
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I coupon Per Customer
Nl).
aSERNE
4-ROLL PKG,39C

(SAVE 10t/

JANE PARKER CAKES

Angel Food (SAVE

16C1

PKG"F

49
89c
69C

LA.

JANE PARKER

Cake Donuts
Coffee Cake

123

JANE PARKER

AUCTION SALE

AP

ALL BUTTER

EA.

REGULAR SIZE

(4C OFF LABEL)
2-ROLL PKG.

Scott Towels
ANN PAGE

Mayonnaise.
ANN PAGE

Peanut Butter

79c

SAT. AUGUST 22, 1970 — 10:00 A. M.
MSS. ELLEN MEANS ESTATE-3 miles east of
Latham, Tenn. turn south off Latham-Palmersri* Road.at 3rd right. Sale next door to church.
Tetms: Cash—Lunch Available—Plenty of Shade
MKS. EDWARD WINSTEAD, Admx. Route 4
Drieden, Tenn. 799-4395--COL. RUBERT MNLEY - Auctioneer,Dukedom, Tenn.
--

1-LB. CUT

Green Beans
Catsup
Corn
Peas
14-02. TOMATO

17-02. GOLDEN

1111111111111111111111
.
1011
.
.
11 11Mr

17-0Z. EARLY

1950 - 1951

46-0Z. PINEAPPLE

Was your son or daughter born in 1950 or
1951? If so. do you know they are not now
coirered by your group hospitalisation insuraniv policy? A hint from your Prudential
Aaron!. Tommy Scearce, 472-2562.

Juice
46-02. TOMATO

46-02. PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

Drink
1-LB. TROPICAL

Fruit Salad

OPPOITUNITY IS MOCKS
The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton, Ky.
arid South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
orierators. Experience is not necessary. Apply
i&perion or call the personnel administrator.
SOuth Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,
Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are in equal opportunity employer.

TOM ATO JUICE

MEAN BIG TOTAL SAVINGS!

PuItlyn. Ky.

Thurscia . Aug, 20. 1970
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410

BUYS1
:46
1 P)4
1
07/;
GREAT
41E.W.
XIISP
1116
T & SONS
JAMES
SUPERMARKET

1M

MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM, - yes, MAXIMUM sayings
for you, - Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SAVINGS
nv?ans your Food Budget, - your Food Money, DOES MORE for you at E.
W. James & Sons Supermarket, - MAXISAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars
now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
They'll DO MORE for you!
STF.F,I.E'S

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

TOMATOES
303
SIZE
CAN5

()

FRY
ERS
270

I/.

With Other
Purchases
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Cans

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

ICE MILK

45c

GRE7EN BEANS
303 SIZE a,

15 1/2-oz.

CallS

lb.

Whole

111)•

99

() 0,. 10
JAR

REELFOOT

PORK CHOPS

lb. 99c

1/2 Gallon

59c

lb. 59c

POTATO STICK
COFFEE
ib.89t

lb. 69c
- Lb. 49c
**WITH

22 oz.
bottle

.

L

Gallon
2 Lb. Box

$1.15
$1.09

3 for

87c

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

0

42-oz. can..

79c

SCOTT GIANT SIZE

PAPER TOWELS

3

For $41

JERGENS BATH SIZE

DEODORANT SOAP

2 for ____ 35c

18c

16-oz.

PEANUI:BUTTER

3Jar

89c

48 COUNT

TEA BAGS

Box 47c

poTATo.cHips BARTLETT PEARS
41.5

3FOR
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS ___ 33c
1S•oz

MAYONNAISE

2 1/2-Size

Can

Qt.

Fancy Leaf

73

110c LETTUCE 01 39
TONY
PEPPERS 100 pOTATOEsibs79 DOG FOOD
10
3..
BANANAS lb. 101# APPLES 29
$1
PEW,JAMES - ' SONS
,
.
,
ssumpsAvINGs" ,• . ANG; 0,EL 3,:
FOOD CAKES
k
'd SUPERMARKET _
lb.

BAMA

PEACH PRESERVES

3lb. jar 79c

U.S. No. 1 Red

320BREAD

EA.

Golden Ripe

oz. Loa189

A

For

Extra Fancy-- New Crop
RED or GOLDEN DELICIOU

For

lb.

32-oz, BOTTLE

99c

STOKELY'S

TOMATO CATSUP

5For

COFFEE - MATE

STOKELY'S 29 oz.

Cello Bag

HYDE -PARK

FLOOR SHINE

EVAPORATED MILK

KRISP 'N FRESH

9oz. Bag/19
$2.29

COUPON**

TETLEY

COCA COLA

TIDE

lb. 69c

NON-DAIRY CREAMER

VELVEETA

FAMILY SIZE

•

For
Both

Whipped SNOWDRIFT

HYDE PARK 13-oz. CAN

28-oz. BOTTLE

lbs. $1

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

Limit I COUPON per family per week.

KRAFT

OLEO

PANCAK49
E-MIX

Lb. 59c

CHICKENS

29c

LIGHT - CRUST

SHORTENING

LIVER

e
Axc
ndluaddidnigtio
mnialk
l$
a5n.d
0Otopbuarccchoap
se
r,
0ducts.

SWEET MILK

SOUTHERN BELLE - STICK

lb. 39c

39c

Reg. 59c Seller.

E W JAMES & SONS

Gnarl ___ 59c

lb.

ICE CREAM CONES box

BARBECUE

JOY

MAXWELL - HOUSE BAG

whole

BEEF

HAMBURGER

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

79c

SMOKE JOWL

WHOLE OR
HALF
STICK

WILLIAMS

Can 110t

SALAD DRESSING

12-oz. pkg. 55c

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

PORK SAUSAGE

STEELE'S NO. I SIZE CAN

5 Lb. Bag

EY-R -CRISP PACK 24

FRANKS

LAKE
PORK79
CH0OPS BOLOGNA
lb.

PORK CHOPS

CENTER CUT

FIESTIA OR PARK LANE

5

SIRLOIN STEAK MUSTARD

END CUTS

MARY LOU CUT

POTATOES

RAFT

LOIN CUT

1/2 Gallon

ICE CREAM

U. S. CHOICE CORN FED

STALEY 12-oz. BOTTLE

WAFFLE SYRUP

COLONIAL

0
0

32c

